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·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: The meeting will now come to

·2· order. Can we have an invocation by Pastor Lawrence

·3· Rogers, please.

·4· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: Before I provide the invocation, I

·5· would like to welcome you all to Second Baptist Church of

·6· Detroit. Very happy to have the Board here tonight and

·7· very happy for this event interface between police and

·8· our community. I want to also thank you all and

·9· particularly my esteemed elder colleague Dr. Holley, who

10· mentioned this congregation as a historic congregation.

11· 187 years old this year, the oldest Black church in the

12· Midwest. We helped to free some 5,000 slave persons under

13· underground railroad. We often give tours to show you how

14· we did it and where we did it. So we hope that members of

15· the community will consider coming back and enjoying a

16· tour. Thank you so much Board for being here tonight at

17· Second, it means a lot to us. May we go to God in prayer.

18· Our God in heaven, we bow our heads before you tonight.

19· We thank you so much oh God, for giving us this

20· opportunity, dear Lord.

21· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: The interface of one another, dear

22· Lord. Thank you for the opportunity for a public

23· officials, dear Lord, to interface with members of the

24· community, dear Lord, so that we can find a way to find

25· harmony. Dear Lord, we pray for a spirit of peace. Pray



·1· for your spirit of love. We pray for a spirit of

·2· listening. We pray for a spirit of reconciliation and

·3· come upon this place. We ask you dear Lord, to bless the

·4· Board. We ask you to touch them with wisdom to the Lord.

·5· We ask you to bless the community to the Lord. We ask

·6· that justice may reign down like mighty waters, dear

·7· Lord, all across this land and across this city. Finally,

·8· dear Lord, we ask you to bless this event in particular.

·9· May what come out of it tonight be divinely ordered.

10· Thank you so much for hearing our prayer and in the name

11· of all truth and justice, in your son, we pray. Amen.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Amen.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Pastor, you didn't tell them

16· that you're the pastor of the church and that this is a

17· historic church, no doubt about it. How many years?

18· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: 187 years. I'm the 24th pastor.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: The church is old, but this

20· young man just got here. How long have you been here?

21· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: Two years, sir.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Two years now.

23· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: Yes, sir.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman, it's a whole new

25· wave of young men coming into Detroit. I think we got 44



·1· new pastors in the last two years come to the city of

·2· Detroit because of retirement and other kind of things

·3· that's taking place. But I just want you to know that

·4· he's not just saying the prayer but he's a pastor.

·5· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: That's correct.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Of this great church.

·7· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: Thank you so much, Dr. Holley. I

·8· really appreciate it.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Thank you, sir.

10· · · ·PASTOR ROGERS: Thanks Chair.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Again, good evening. My name

12· is Chairperson Bryan Ferguson and on behalf of the

13· colleagues here at the Board of Police Commissioners, I

14· would like to say welcome, welcome, welcome. Before we

15· begin for our introduction of commissioners, if you guys

16· would like to fill out a comment card so you have two

17· minutes for public comment. Please fill them out and pass

18· them over to Mr. Brown. He has his hand out right there.

19· Would love hearing from you. I would love hearing from

20· you. Mr. Brown, introduction of commissioners, please.

21· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yeah. Chairperson Bryan Ferguson — Here.

22· · · ·MR. BROWN: Vice-Chairperson Annie Holt — Good

23· evening here.

24· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Linda Bernard — Attorney

25· Linda Bernard, District 2. Good evening, everyone.



·1· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Cedric Banks — Present,

·2· District 3.

·3· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Willie Bell asked for an

·4· excused absent.

·5· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Willie Burton —

·6· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Lisa Carter asked for an

·7· excused absent.

·8· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Ricardo Moore — Good

·9· evening. Ricardo Moore, representing District 7, west

10· Side of Detroit.

11· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Jesus Hernandez asked for an

12· excuse.

13· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner Jim Holley — Present. As

14· always, I'm here,

15· · · ·MR. BROWN: Commissioner QuanTez Pressley —

16· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, you have a quorum.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Awesome. Thank you. Now I'd

18· like to have the approval for the March 9th, 2023,

19· agenda.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: So move.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Second.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? All in favor?

23· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed? The motion has

25· carried for the agenda. Now I'd like to have the approval



·1· for the minutes for March 2nd, 2023.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So move.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Second.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? No discussion.

·5· Those minutes are approved. Thank you. Mr. Brown,

·6· introduction of BOPC staff.

·7· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yeah. Good afternoon, Mr. Chair.

·8· Currently we have Supervisor Investigator Ainsley

·9· Cromwell, Administrative Assistant, Jonya Underwood,

10· Administrative Assistant, Candace Hayes, Community

11· Relation Coordinator. Ms. Theresa Blossom, Investigator

12· Pamela King, Investigator Ellen Counts, HR Director,

13· Katrina Patillo. Attorney Adam Saxby, American Sign

14· Language, Ms. Toya and Ms. Common Johnson, Senior

15· Investigator, Jessica Hunter, Senior Investigator LaSonya

16· Sloan, and Senior Investigator Gianna Coulter.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Wow. Fantastic. Now, who do we

18· have sitting in for the Chief?

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Tiffany Stewart, Deputy Chief,

20· Detroit Police Department. If we can have any other

21· members of the department stand up and introduce

22· ourselves who are here?

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Use your microphone, please.

24· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Is that better?

25· · · ·Command Staff Introductions - Not audible.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Mr. Brown, any

·2· elected officials, or representatives present?

·3· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes. Currently we have newly appointed

·4· Board Secretary Ms. Victoria Shaw, Kevin Harris,

·5· representing Wayne County Captain Garrett's office, and

·6· Ms. Marie Overall from State Representative Tyrone

·7· Carter.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Thank you. Well, I

·9· want to say once again, welcome, welcome, welcome,

10· welcome. I want to say thank you to all officers for all

11· the hard work you've done and what you continued to do.

12· We had a chance to be at the mayor’s speech, and I want

13· to thank all the commissioners that took the time out to

14· make it down into that speech. I tried to get us all to

15· sit together. That was a feat in itself. But I want to

16· say thank you for all showing up. Please. I really

17· believed that you guys take a lot of time out of your day

18· and to do that was awesome. Especially for me. That was a

19· beautiful building we were in. That was my first time I

20· was in that train station since I was a little kid. I

21· used to go in there going over to Canada, Windsor to go

22· see Bozo when I was a little baby boy.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So that was my first time in

24· there. So that was pretty cool. My public service

25· announcement. I'm going to give these every Thursday.



·1· Once again when the police get behind you and you do

·2· something wrong, and they turn those lights on, pull

·3· over. Pull over. It is not going to be that bad. It's

·4· going to get bad when you run and you're not going to get

·5· away. Two things you're not going to do. You're not going

·6· to outrun that radio. You're not going to outrun that

·7· helicopter. Trust me, you won’t. They're going to catch

·8· you and it's going to get worse. So just pull over. The

·9· second thing is, when you have an encounter with a police

10· officer, give them a break. They have a tough job. You

11· got to remember, they're human too, right? They have bad

12· days, just like we have bad days. So give them a break,

13· please. That's what I'm asking. Just give them a break.

14· But they get out of line, you fill out a complaint, and

15· we'll get down to the bottom of it, right? That way we

16· can get them some help. Sometimes it just doesn't go the

17· way we think it should go. All right, that's my public

18· service announcement. I would like to say. Thank you.

19· Commissioner Burton has entered the building. Thank you.

20· Commissioner Burton. Chief.

21· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Starting out with our update

22· for injured officers. We have 2 currently who are

23· disabled and recovering at home due to on-duty injuries.

24· One from the Seventh Precinct, and we have a police

25· officer from the 10th Precinct. Covid stats. We currently



·1· have 13 members currently quarantined with 9 of those

·2· members who have tested positive for Covid. That's up one

·3· in both categories from this time last week. Crime data.

·4· Total part 1 violent crime is up 7%. That's due to

·5· increases in homicide, which is up 15%. 10% increase in

·6· non-fatal shootings and there's a 17% increase in

·7· robberies. Drag racing and drifting enforcement has not

·8· begun yet, but it should probably begin end of this month

·9· or April. Just depending on what we see out there. But

10· that's typically the timeframe that it starts.

11· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Mental health related calls

12· for service. In the past seven days, we've serviced 247

13· calls. Year to date, 2,627 calls, which is up

14· approximately 400 calls from this time last year.

15· Significant events. There was a first incident will be a

16· child death that was ruled a homicide. On Tuesday,

17· November 29th in the 12th Precinct officers were

18· dispatched to the 19,000 block of Lincolnshire to

19· investigate a call for service for a child abused.

20· Officers arrived at the scene, only discovered that the

21· victim, a one-year-old baby girl was transported to the

22· hospital. Officers talked to the caretaker who stated

23· that the victim was injured as a result of an accident in

24· the home, and that he called 911 after finding the victim

25· unconscious. Officers arrived at the hospital for an



·1· update on the victim and were advised by the emergency

·2· room staff that the victim had multiple injuries.

·3· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Those injuries were not

·4· consistent with the information given by the suspect. The

·5· victim was declared in critical condition, and later

·6· succumbed to her injuries. Detectives from the child

·7· abuse unit responded to the scene and conducted a follow-

·8· up investigation. After interviews with the suspect and

·9· witness and analyzing additional crime scene evidence,

10· detectives made the determination that the suspect

11· assaulted the victim but needed more information to

12· arrest the suspect. However, after following up with

13· their investigation, an arrest warrant was submitted to

14· the Wayne County Prosecutor's office for review, and they

15· ultimately charged him with child abuse and homicide. He

16· turned himself in this week and was arraigned on those

17· charges. The second incident we had in the 11th Precinct

18· on Monday, February 27th, 2023, officers were dispatched

19· to Detroit Receiving Hospital to investigate a fatal and

20· a non-fatal shooting. The officer spoke to the non-fatal

21· victim, the driver of a vehicle who stated that incident

22· occurred in the 20,000 block of Orleans, and that he and

23· the secondary victim went to the location and was there

24· to sell some items to an individual that they were

25· acquainted with.



·1· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: The victim number one then

·2· describes the officers how the suspect walked to a nearby

·3· vehicle, returned to his vehicle, and started firing

·4· shots at both victims injuring them. Victim number one

·5· was able to drive to a nearby hospital where victim

·6· number two was pronounced dead on arrival. Detectives

·7· from the Homicide Unit responded to the scene to conduct

·8· a follow-up investigation and canvas the area checking

·9· for video evidence and additional witnesses. Based on the

10· information discovered, detectives were able to arrest a

11· person of interest in relation to this case. However,

12· detectives are still gathering evidence and asks that

13· anyone who may have witnessed this altercation or have

14· any additional information to please speak up and call

15· Crime Stoppers at 1-800 Speak Up. We have a third child

16· death incident that occurred this week, Friday, March

17· 3rd. Officers were dispatched to the 800 block of

18· Philadelphia to investigate an overdose.

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Officers arrived at the scene

20· to discover medics administering medical aid to an 11-

21· year-old little boy. Officers interviewed family members

22· of the victim who stated that they last saw the victim

23· alive hours earlier. Officers discovered two open pill

24· bottles next to the victim. The label on the bottle

25· indicated that the pills were for the treatment of high



·1· blood pressure. The victim was transported to a local

·2· hospital for treatment. Officers followed up at the

·3· hospital on the condition of the child and discovered he

·4· was deceased. Detectives from the Homicide Unit responded

·5· to the scene to begin their investigation. Witnesses were

·6· interviewed and evidence was recovered at the scene. The

·7· investigation is ongoing as detectives attempt to

·8· determine what exactly happened to the victim. The

·9· positives for me to report out on. The 10th Precinct had

10· coffee with the cop this week. Tuesday, March 7th,

11· Commander Blackwell, and officers from the 10th Precinct

12· hosted coffee with the cop from nine to 10 at the

13· congregation Coffee Shop.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Community members were welcome

15· to ask questions, voice concerns and form stronger bonds

16· with DPD officers. Coffee with the cop will continue to

17· be held on the first Tuesday of every month. Yesterday,

18· Detroit Police hosted the second annual walk of Women for

19· International Women's Day. Members of the Detroit Police

20· Department gathered at headquarters for the second annual

21· walk of women, which recognized and celebrated

22· international Women's Day. The walk took place from 12:00

23· PM to 1:30 PM and began from headquarters. We were

24· supposed to go to Campus Martius Park, but we didn't make

25· it quite down there and we came on back to headquarters.



·1· We had a busy agenda that day. But it was a great turnout

·2· all around with members of the department and in the

·3· community who showed up. Tomorrow Friday, March 10th,

·4· Detroit Police Department will host our promotional

·5· ceremony for sergeants and lieutenants at the Wayne

·6· County Community College District Northwest campus in the

·7· Denise Wellons-Glover that's located at 8,200 West Auto

·8· Drive for those who would like to attend or who are

·9· family members attending. The ceremony will celebrate the

10· promotion of 19, actually 21 department members, 5 to the

11· rank of lieutenant, 14 to the rank of sergeant, 1 to the

12· rank of captain, and 1 to the rank of commander.

13· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: We also have this weekend,

14· Saturday is the funeral for police officer Maria Martin.

15· The viewing will be held Friday from 12:00 PM to 8:00 PM

16· at Cantrell Funeral Home, located at 22121 Kelly Road.

17· The funeral is Saturday, March 11th at Zion Hope

18· Missionary Baptist Church, located at 4867 Van Dyke . The

19· family hour does start at 11:00 AM. That's all that I

20· have to report out at this time.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right, fantastic. Wow.

22· Commissioner Burton, would you like to give greetings and

23· then you can ask your questions?

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Sure.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Can you pull the mic up a



·1· little closer?

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Sure.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thanks, sir.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Greetings District 5 residents.

·5· It is an honor to have you here in Historic Second

·6· Baptist Church in our precinct. Today's meeting is

·7· convinced at the building which stands in our community

·8· as a beacon of freedom, is a legacy as the final stop for

·9· freedom for free slaves on the underground railroad

10· endures. To this day and beyond our community faces

11· threats in its freedom. Today, freedom of assembly,

12· freedom from unreasonable search in seizures. Whenever

13· our freedom to live are all in peril, citizens have

14· questions, have opinions, and have solutions to these

15· problems plaguing our community. This Board must also

16· stand like this church as a beacon of freedom for our

17· community. This Board must reaffirm the rights of the

18· people to defend their civil liberties and safety. As we

19· begin today's meeting, I beg my colleagues and all of us

20· here today that we must become the freedom of the people.

21· Freedom of the people made this Board and protecting the

22· people's freedom is one of the most sacred duties of this

23· Board. Again, I thank you for attending today's meeting,

24· and thank you for standing with us to honor the hard-

25· fought and the hard victory that our freedom that we have



·1· today.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: But we must protect civil

·3· liberties and protect the people's voices. We have

·4· outstanding backlog of citizens' complaints. Their voices

·5· are being unheard with an outstanding backlog. We must

·6· protect their voices as well if we truly stand behind

·7· freedom. Thank you.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you, sir. Let the record

·9· show that Commissioner Pressley has entered the building.

10· Welcome, sir. I give you a break, sir. Commissioner

11· Holley.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No, no questions. Thank you.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Banks.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yeah. Through the Chair. Peace

15· and blessing to you, Mr. Chairman. We in the First

16· Precinct area, the First Precinct ranks as one of the top

17· precincts in the city of Detroit. It handles downtown

18· Detroit, Midtown Detroit, and another area. It ranks as

19· one of the top precincts in the city of Detroit, which is

20· so wonderful because they get everybody from the heart of

21· the city of Detroit, everybody, everything from the heart

22· of the city of Detroit. It's just amazing that what type

23· of strategy that they have to keep that crime down to a

24· minimum, to a low point, is really amazing. Where they

25· really need to train other precincts. We've got some very



·1· struggling precincts out there, like number nine. Number

·2· Nine Precinct is over on Grassroot and Gunston.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: That has been one of the worst

·4· precincts, I mean, that's in the 48205-zip code. That has

·5· been one of the worst zip codes in the world, number

·6· nine. How about if we can begin to get the First Precinct

·7· to help train some of these other precincts like number

·8· nine, who's really struggling, and they take on

·9· everybody. They take on those in midtown, downtown where

10· everybody's coming from the heart of the city, all these

11· people. They're just getting everything out. We see that

12· First Precinct is a role model. We need to have this type

13· of precinct pointing to other precincts that's really

14· struggling, and where crime is really high and they're

15· struggling really bad. They got some high caliber crime.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: We need First Precinct to begin

17· to pour into those precincts that can help make them

18· better. Begin to impart their strategies and training and

19· techniques to help make those precincts like number nine

20· and other precincts better. Now the Ninth Precinct, it

21· has got better. It's no longer one of the worst zip codes

22· in the world, but it's still bad in crime in the city of

23· Detroit. It still ranks very high in the city of Detroit

24· where First Precinct ranks as one of the best in the city

25· of Detroit for keeping crime down to a minimum. I just



·1· want to commend them. Thank you. Commissioner Moore.

·2· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: If I may, sir? Yeah. I just

·3· wanted to make a correction. Commissioner Banks, through

·4· the Chair. This is not the First Precinct. It used to be

·5· the First Precinct. We changed a number of years ago.

·6· This is the Third Precinct. Downtown is located within

·7· the Third Precinct. Commander Gardner here will be giving

·8· a crime strategy today, as well as how she goes about

·9· implementing the crime reductions here in the Third

10· Precinct, specifically in the Downtown area. As you know,

11· each precinct looks different. Each precinct operates

12· different. Downtown the crime is much different. You have

13· 4 professional stadiums. You have 3 casinos. You have a

14· large volume of people in this one small footprint at a

15· time. It is event driven. So unfortunately, the crime

16· strategy for this precinct is going to be a little

17· different from the crime strategy for the Ninth Precinct.

18· They have made great reductions with their crime issues

19· within the Ninth Precinct, and we don't want to belabor

20· that.

21· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: So thank you for acknowledging

22· that they're no longer the word zip code in the world.

23· But I just wanted to point that out to you. This is the

24· Third Precinct. Their strategy is going to be a little

25· different because of what they have down here to contain



·1· with.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Assistant Chief, I gave them

·3· their credit that Ninth have come a long way.

·4· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Thank you.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: They are no longer one of the

·6· worst zip codes in the world. You remember? They were one

·7· of the worst zip codes in the world.

·8· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Not in the world. Not in the

·9· world.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I can prove it.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, that's okay. Commissioner

12· Moore.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Let me prove my case.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We're going to move on.

15· Commissioner Moore.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: That's fine.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: No questions, Mr. Chairman.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No question. Commissioner

19· Bernard.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Good evening.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Can you speak into to the mic,

22· please?

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Absolutely. I'm sorry. I

24· apologize. Good evening again, everyone. Mr. Chairman, in

25· your opening remarks, you spoke about people who may do



·1· something wrong. You urge them and you urge them

·2· correctly to pull over, certainly, and be polite. But I

·3· would remind the Board and the community already knows

·4· that you don't have to do something wrong to be pulled

·5· over by the police. That's what DWB is. Driving while

·6· Black, and that applies not just in Detroit but certainly

·7· in the suburbs as Mayor Young used to say, when you cross

·8· eight mile. So I agree with your advice and everything,

·9· but the mere fact that you're pulled over does not mean

10· that you did something wrong. Many stops don't have

11· anything to do with someone who's done something wrong. I

12· want to talk a little bit about what happened last night.

13· To the Assistant Chief. I can't see you.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Yes, ma'am.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Yes. Last night the

16· mayor spoke in his remarks after the department pushed

17· through the ShotSpotter program, 7 million, what is it?

18· About $800,000. 7,600,000. Thank you, my colleagues. Last

19· night, the mayor barely mentioned it, and he kept talking

20· about something called shot stopper, which is really

21· where my head, excuse me — which is really where my head

22· was at all along. Now he's going to give $700,000,

23· roughly 1.4 million. You give 700,000 on the front end,

24· 700,000 on the back end for programs that are designed to

25· work in the community to get people to not be engaged in



·1· violent or if you will, crimes with a gun or a knife,

·2· really. But really crimes with a gun. So, if don't mind,

·3· at our next meeting, could you please report on what the

·4· department's — I understand that there's going to be an

·5· RFP and all that. But I'd really be interested in the

·6· department's thoughts and initiatives that it wants to

·7· bring to quote, be a shot stopper.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Councilwoman Calloway is the

·9· person who raised that issue with city Council. It was

10· why she voted against ShotSpotter. But she said it

11· doesn't do anything to help you before your shot or

12· whatever. So, I’m very interested in what the

13· department's initiatives are going to be and how you're

14· going to proceed. That's really my comment. Thank you,

15· Mr. Chairman.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. VC.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. No questions.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Pressley.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: No questions. Thank you.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burton.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes, I have some concerns. One

22· of the concerns I have is when as I talked to residents

23· that lives in the Downtown Service area, there's been a

24· lot of break-ins in gated communities where their cars

25· has been either stolen or vandalized. How many cars has



·1· been reported in the Downtown Service area as far as

·2· stolen or vandalized and how many of those cars have been

·3· recovered? I'm speaking on the behalf of my constituents,

·4· which is a hundred thousand people that live in the Fifth

·5· District. that's encompasses Downtown Services, Seven

·6· Precinct, Third Precinct, Fifth Precinct, the Seventh

·7· Precinct and the 10th Precinct.

·8· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: So, as far as how many

·9· vehicles are recovered, I don't have that information for

10· you. We do track our stolen cars. So if you're talking

11· about a specific precinct, I can give you the crime

12· status for stolen cars in the specific precinct. For the

13· Third Precinct they do have an uptick of stolen cars for

14· the year. This year, they are at for stolen cars, they're

15· up 116% over this time last year for stolen cars.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: 115%.

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Yes.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: What is the total number?

19· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: So last year we had 113 stolen

20· cars. This year we have 244 stolen cars.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: What is the department solution

22· on reducing auto theft.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Can we have the commissioner

24· speak up, Mr. Chairman. I can't hear.

25· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: He asked what is the



·1· department solution regarding auto theft? So we actually

·2· with our Commercial Auto Theft Unit, we do business

·3· inspections. We actually make sure to audit our numbers

·4· appropriately and make sure that reports that are not

·5· automatically stolen, maybe they're miscategorized. We do

·6· surveillance operations. We do get with the community at

·7· community meetings and give them strategies for crime

·8· provisions with regard to stolen cars. We do a number of

·9· things to try to get the information out there and try to

10· assist with crime reduction regarding stolen cars. It's a

11· problem nationwide, to be honest with you. A lot of the

12· vehicles that were stolen were Kia’s. It was a nationwide

13· issue. It's a couple cities, a couple areas that actually

14· have class action lawsuits because the vehicles were so

15· easy to be stolen. It was a social media TikTok challenge

16· for a lot of juveniles. They were just literally getting

17· in the Kia’s driving them away and getting out counts as

18· a crime set, if you will. Some of them were recovered,

19· some of them weren't. So those are the strategies again,

20· that we've been utilizing to try to combat the crime.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: But we're up 115%. It seems

22· like this situation with vehicles in the Downtown Service

23· area, as well as throughout the city have not really been

24· declined. It's actually going up. Were up 115. So what do

25· I tell my neighbors? What do I tell my neighbor who said



·1· their car was stolen? What do I tell my constituents when

·2· they call me and the Board of police commissioner's

·3· office? I need to tell them something better than this.

·4· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: So I would advise on various

·5· crime strategies. If they can get a wheel lock, get

·6· those. If they can get the club, get those. If they have

·7· garages, get those. Park in well lighted areas and well

·8· lighted communities if you have a gated community. There

·9· was an area down here where there was a gated community

10· which police didn't have access to. They had private

11· security over there. There were some issues in that area

12· though. But those are some of the strategies that I would

13· advise that you give your constituents. At this point in

14· time, obviously all of Downtown is back open. When we

15· look at last year, Downtown hadn't fully reopened. At

16· this point in time, it's fully reopened with all the

17· events, all of the large venues that we have.

18· Unfortunately, it's a problem. Again, it's nationwide and

19· we're combating it and we're working at it the best way

20· that we can.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: You can't blame Covid. The

22· problem was out of control post Covid, before Covid.

23· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Not to this degree though. I'm

24· just providing an explanation, sir. That's all.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Just like the



·1· Assistant Chief said, there's some things that the public

·2· can do too. Get an alarm system, get some lights

·3· blinking. I've known for a fact that most criminals they

·4· walk past when they see some lights blinking. Don't rely

·5· on the alarm system that comes manufactured with your

·6· car. Don't rely on that. Take a little money. Get your

·7· alarm system. Make some noise. When you hear alarm go

·8· off, get up. Go see what it is. Or if your dog goes to

·9· the door or window. Get up and go see what it is. Those

10· are some of the things you guys can do. We can do it. I

11· put wheel locks on. Not just one. I got two on each

12· wheel. Because if you're going to get it, I'm going to

13· make you work for you. You're not just going to come get

14· it.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Catalytic converters. I'm

16· thinking about wiring that up too because I heard they're

17· back to still in them again. So I'm just saying those are

18· some of the things we have to do, if you want to keep it.

19· If you want to keep it, do some things to make it harder

20· for them to get it. That's just the bottom line of it.

21· But that's just my soapbox. I want the public to know

22· that the commissioners get the crime stats. We get the

23· daily motor thefts. We get it all. We get it all on the

24· email. So we can let our public know or your district

25· know through your community relations people. President,



·1· hey, thefts are going up in this certain area right here

·2· over in this precinct over here. Then you guys can help

·3· and tell what to do about watching people when they're

·4· coming down the street, walking, looking in cars. Lock

·5· your doors.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Those are a lot of things you

·7· guys can do. If you got a garage, clean it up. Park your

·8· car in your garage. You got a driveway, pull them in the

·9· driveway. Yeah, you may be inconvenience because you got

10· to move it because your son or daughter got to come in.

11· So what? Be inconvenienced. I'll rather for you to be

12· inconvenienced like that than come outside in your car is

13· not there. That's a worse inconvenience. I've been there

14· before. So I've learned. I learned quickly. I didn't

15· listen but I learned. So thank God, knock on wood.

16· Haven't had one so far. Because I do things to keep you

17· from taking mine. You're going to look somewhere else.

18· Another thing, quit getting your gas at night. Especially

19· ladies. Don't do it. Don't do it. When you do go to a gas

20· station, pick one gas station that you know that you like

21· and go there. Always go there. If it's going to be out of

22· the way, still go. Know the attendance in the gas

23· station. Ask them their name. I know mine. I know his

24· kids. I know everybody. Because if I'm spending my money

25· in there, I want to know who they are. So in case



·1· something does happen, they can do something or they can

·2· see something or they can holler out something. But

·3· ladies, especially ladies, quick getting your gas at

·4· night. Stop doing it. Don't do it. Don't be a victim.

·5· Stop being a victim. All right. Public comment.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Mr. Chair.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I want to apologize to the

·9· Assistant Commander. I mean, I'm sorry, Assistant Chief.

10· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Deputy Chief.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Deputy Chief. I want to

12· apologize to her. I'm sorry. I thought this was still the

13· First Precinct. I'm very sorry about that.

14· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: No problem, sir.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: When did it switch over to the

16· third?

17· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: I can't. It was a number of

18· years ago.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Sorry about that.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's okay. That's all right.

21· Mr. Brown, oral comment.

22· · · ·MR. BROWN: Good afternoon, Mr. Chair. They are

23· currently eight speakers for public comments. I'll call

24· the ones that are in attendance. Former Commissioner

25· Jerome Warfield, followed by Ms. Deborah Price, followed



·1· by Ms. Tasha Guttier.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Remember, you have two

·3· minutes, please. Two minutes.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Mr. Chairman.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I'd like to put a motion on the

·7· floor at this time to give those opportunity to speak for

·8· three minutes especially those in attendance. But to give

·9· those that wish to speak for three minutes as opposed of

10· two, give them that opportunity today. May I have a

11· second for the motion anyone?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Hearing no second the motion

13· is failed. Go right ahead, sir.

14· · · ·MR. WARFIELD: Good evening to this honorable Board

15· and certainly I'm grateful and thankful to be standing

16· here in this historic church. Not just a church, but

17· which fathered us as a community as we sought freedom.

18· Tonight I've come to speak to you because I tried to

19· speak last week from Israel and I was on during the whole

20· meeting, but yet was not allowed to come into the

21· meeting. So I just wanted to put my comments on the

22· record in order to make sure that there is clarity on

23· what happened as it relates to me being processed as

24· Chief Investigator. As you all know, on the 16th of

25· February, this Board voted in a two-thirds vote to offer



·1· into going to negotiations with myself and with the newly

·2· appointed Secretary to the Board to become employed with

·3· the Board. On the 21st, I passed the background checks

·4· fully and completely.

·5· · · ·MR. WARFIELD: I also was fingerprinted down on the

·6· Boulevard and the lodge. Then I also received a photo on

·7· the third floor. Got my ID as Chief Investigator, filled

·8· out my pension work as Chief Investigator. I received a

·9· counter offer from the Board on I believe it was the

10· 27th. On the 28th, I wrote Mr. Tipton, John Tipton, and

11· asked if I could speak with two Chairs and he gave me

12· their information. This is while I was in Israel. I spoke

13· with both Chairs, another chairperson, and the incoming

14· Secretary. After all of those conversations, I typed up

15· my letter of acceptance to the Board's offer. So I was

16· processed, I accepted the offer, and I was fully engaged

17· in the process just to wake up the next morning to find

18· out that the Board had moved in a different direction. My

19· question to this honorable body is, how can you legally

20· rescind an offer after I accepted your offer before that

21· offer was brought back to the Board for discussion and

22· vote? Thank you.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair. Technically,

24· he gets additional two minutes because he was on last

25· week. Mr. Robert Brown can contest to that. That's



·1· another thing I've been fighting for our constituents

·2· that may have issues with technology. But if he was on

·3· the call last week, which he was, he's titled to another

·4· two minutes.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: That's fair.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: We have done that in the past

·7· and we should honor it today.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Correct. Mr. Brown wasn't here

·9· last week.

10· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: But we called him.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Mr. Brown wasn't here last week.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: But you called him.

13· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Warfield at the end of public comments

14· in order for everyone who was here.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Come back up, sir.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: He didn't get his two minutes

17· though.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Come back up, sir.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: But he didn't you know.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: But where is Ms. Blossom?

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I really can't understand what

22· you're saying, Ms. Blossom.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: We can't understand what you're

24· saying.

25· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Because Mr. Brown wasn't here last



·1· week, I did oral communications.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Okay.

·3· · · ·MS. BLOSSOM: Mr. Warfield was one of the people

·4· called for comments.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Oh, we called but he never

·6· responded. Okay. I was not—

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: His hand was up on Zoom.

·8· · · ·MR. WARFIELD: Just for point of record, if I can to

·9· the board, through the Chair. My name was mentioned, but

10· I was never given the opportunity to come into the

11· meeting and speak. I was on through the entire meeting

12· until it ended.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair. I don't think

14· we have a real objection to Pastor Warfield continuing

15· his comments.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead, sir.

17· · · ·MR. WARFIELD: Through the Chair. Thank you again,

18· and I appreciate it. I'll get out of here. I don't think

19· I'm going to need the full two additional minutes but

20· thank you so much. Again, I just wanted to dispel any

21· myth. I only wanted clarity on two issues, process of who

22· I report to and what the objectives were. That's all I

23· needed. I got my answers, made my decision, and I was

24· given until Thursday, which was the second to make my

25· decision to the Board according to Mr. John Tipton. I



·1· made that decision on Wednesday, and I got that

·2· information in. Never refused to work with anyone. Never

·3· refused to report to anyone. I accepted the counteroffer

·4· that you all gave me. I just wanted that on the record.

·5· Again, my question is, how do you rescind an offer after

·6· it has been accepted, after the person has been

·7· processed, after they have received an ID, took

·8· fingerprints without it coming back to the Board for the

·9· Board to discuss and the Board to debate prior to

10· rescinding the offer. It took a two-thirds vote to enter

11· into a negotiation. I would think that the Board would

12· have to decide for that to be rescinded before it is

13· rescinded before that meeting. That's all I have to say.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Mr. Brown, who do

15· we have next?

16· · · ·MR. BROWN: Ms. Price.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Do I have any comment? Want to

18· have a comment?

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, really?

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead. You have a

22· comment? Go ahead.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair. I guess my

24· question would be is he going to get an answer to his

25· question? Or not tonight when will he get answer?



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'm not prepared to answer.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Okay. So will he get an answer?

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. He'll probably get one

·4· through HR.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Okay.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I want the public to know that

·9· this is an honorable man right here that's came before us

10· today. Reverend Jerome Warfield, who happens to be a

11· fellow retired police commissioner that got high praises

12· from the DOJ for helping to put together a system in

13· place for OCU. When he left here as a commissioner, OCI,

14· the Office of Chief Investigator was in good standing.

15· They were moving in the right direction into good

16· standing. But years later we ended up with a backlog. So

17· Reverend Jerome Warfield applied for a position with this

18· Board for the Office of Chief Investigator position. It's

19· because he's the right man for the job that can turn that

20· office around again for a second time. When your voices

21· go unheard, and we have an outstanding backlog of cases

22· in the hundreds.

23· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: That's your voice. So we as

24· elected officials, we hear you. We need to fix and

25· resolve this backlog crisis. He was processed. I mean,



·1· far as fingerprinted, received his credentials. One

·2· person cannot descend offer, especially when they

·3· accepted the position. We as a body, as a Board has to be

·4· fair, and we must do what is right. I ask, and I beg my

·5· colleagues to do what's right and to do that is

·6· honorable. This is an honorable man that came before us

·7· today. Let's remember those that served us honorably,

·8· that walk honorably among us.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: He's a honorable, man. Thank

11· you.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Chair.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, commissioner.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you for you've always been

15· nice in terms of giving the opportunity. As a senior

16· person to talk, I consider you a honorable man, just like

17· I consider Reverend Warfield an honorable person as well.

18· You are an honorable man and this Board is honorable. My

19· concern is that I didn't understand what he's saying and

20· what we were told last week was different. But I'm asking

21· Mr. Chairman, because I believe that you will be like me.

22· We are concerned about making sure truth. So I'm asking

23· somehow, can the Personnel Committee work this out with

24· you and help us understand as to the sequences of where

25· we can get law and grace out of this.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I just feel like I heard a

·2· different story today than I did the other day. It's just

·3· me because I have limitations. But I'm just asking if you

·4· would please. This Board is honorable. You are honorable

·5· in the sense that you're the Chairperson as Mr. Warfield.

·6· I'd like to ask that you would assure this Board that we

·7· will work this thing out one way or the other and the

·8· Chair would come back with a recommendation with this

·9· situation. Because I think we don't have a problem. We

10· didn't have a problem getting Mr. Moorefield in. It was

11· the process what I understand and a couple things else

12· that I hear too, but I won't bring it on.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Because I'm not sure I know what

14· I'm saying is the truth. I want to make sure I'm on

15· record with truth. So I'm asking that you would please.

16· This can be worked out if you'd like to do that. I feel

17· that I've known you in the two years you've been on this

18· Board. I know you're that kind of guy and leadership. So

19· I'm asking that we work this thing out one way or the

20· other with the full Board knowledge of moving forward, if

21· you don't mind.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes. So next week for point of

23· clarity, every Board member will get clarity along with

24· the public. So next week, please encourage all your Board

25· members to show up so everybody will get clarity. We're



·1· going to have some people here that's going to explain

·2· the whole process to you.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman, I assume you're

·4· going back to the Personnel Committee.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. Thank you.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Absolutely. Sorry for that.

·8· We're so sorry.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I apologize.

10· · · ·MRS. PRICE: I've been board. I've served on board—

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Can you grab your microphone?

12· It can be moved to you. Just pick it up. You can pick up

13· the whole box right all the way down.

14· · · ·MRS. PRICE: Thank you. My name is Mrs. Deborah

15· Price. I was victimized in the driveway on Gregg Street,

16· August 31st, 22. Still I'm being victimized whenever I go

17· there to get some belongings, I have to stay somewhere

18· else. I've been calling the 12th Precinct since August

19· 31st trying to get Detective Moore removed from my case

20· to no avail. I've left messages for whoever's higher up.

21· Even had my daughter take me in Monday. Was told the

22· lieutenant is in a meeting. So I left the report from the

23· Chief Investigators, which I was just appalled with did

24· not state anything I stated on the phone to him. But I

25· couldn't walk, so I couldn't come in there.



·1· · · ·MRS. PRICE: Also, I would like addressed about my

·2· vehicle that was trashed and subsequent. Over $6,000 was

·3· stolen out the back hatch. When I asked Detective Moore,

·4· why wasn't my stuff itemized, she said you was shot in

·5· the front, not in the back. Even took my Bible and threw

·6· it in the back hatch. So I want to know who do I talk to

·7· address these issues? Because the lieutenant said there

·8· is nobody higher than her. She will not update the case

·9· when the dog was killed and put in my trash can, a cat

10· killed and put on my porch. So whoever this young man is,

11· is afraid of me because I saw him. I talked to him nice

12· and said, you have the wrong house. So blackout is

13· dangerous. They are killing people. If you high or drunk,

14· go up there to the Coney Alamo, six mile and get you

15· something to eat.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank you,

17· ma’am. Thank you.

18· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Ma'am, I'm Deputy Chief

19· Stewart. What we'll do is I'll have someone from the back

20· take your phone number and I'll look into it, and we'll

21· get an answer for you with regard to why they haven't

22· reached back out to you. Okay.

23· · · ·MR. BROWN: Ms. Moodier.

24· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Also, did you say the 12th

25· Precinct?



·1· · · ·MRS. PRICE: Yes, I want Detective Moore released

·2· from my case.

·3· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Okay.

·4· · · ·MRS. PRICE: The night I was at the hospital. I've

·5· been shot in my back. Femur shattered. Shoulder

·6· shattered. Cross my nose, they're removing a bullet

·7· tomorrow as we speak.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Deputy Chief.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm sorry. Maybe you can

10· contact Commander Worboys. I'll be happy to come over

11· there.

12· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: For sure.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: And meet with this young lady.

14· If she's coming over to the 12th Precinct. I think that

15· she can if she's having an issue with this detective, I

16· think we should substitute. Put in a new detective. What

17· do you think?

18· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: I definitely think we should

19· when we're having issues. But we got to look into the

20· case. I want to see what's going on first and foremost.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Well, I agree with that part,

22· but this is a fairly serious matter.

23· · · ·DEPUTY CHIEF STEWART: Oh, for sure. That's why I

24· said I would reach out to her tomorrow. I'll take a look

25· at it and reach out to her and make sure she receives the



·1· service that she needs.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay, thank you.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Commissioner—

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Remember commissioners—

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chairman.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Assistant Deputy Chief,

·7· announced through the Chair so you could be recognized.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I think Commissioner Linda

11· Bernard may want us to get her information as well,

12· because she lives in Commissioner Bernard's district. So

13· I believe that Commissioner Bernard likes to reach out to

14· her. I think that's what Commissioner Bernard was trying

15· to get to.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah, I got you. Who's next?

17· · · ·MR. BROWN: Moodier.

18· · · ·MS. BATIA: Hello. Good evening. I'm just going to

19· read off of my phone. So from—

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: We really need you to speak

21· louder.

22· · · ·MS. BATIA: Sorry. I'm just going to read off of my

23· phone. My name is Tashi Batia. I'm a freelance film

24· producer from New York City. I recently graduated from

25· college. My rental van and rental gear were seized for



·1· filming without permit and drag racing on March 5th.

·2· Although we were seized, the cops were very respectful

·3· and some of them even gave me their cell phone number so

·4· they can help me. Their compassion in District 10 help

·5· make the situation better. We were not drag racing. We

·6· wanted to shoot the car driving slow place, and we made

·7· sure there was enough room for any emergency vehicles to

·8· pass by. There was a Rogue U-Haul van drag racing, which

·9· we believe is a cause of the 911 calls.

10· · · ·MS. BATIA: We have videotape of this incident

11· because of how reckless he was driving on a low traffic

12· area in Dexter Linwood. Why were cars important to this?

13· Because dad is the heart of Detroit, and we cannot make a

14· love letter to Detroit without bringing up its history.

15· The job, which is titled Love Letter to Detroit, was a

16· commercial for Snipes USA which is a huge retailer in

17· Detroit. We were tasked with making a short commercial

18· with 313 day, hence why we had a short turnaround time

19· and we were given this job three days prior to filming,

20· so we could not pull a permit in time and we needed to

21· finish this by 313 day, which is also airing in the

22· concert. We needed to and I came, Oh my God, sorry. I'm

23· so sorry. We came to Detroit to highlight its community,

24· its past, its future, and dismantle all the notions that

25· people have in the popular culture.



·1· · · ·MS. BATIA: I came to Detroit not knowing what it was

·2· going to offer me, but I've met some of the kindest

·3· people and made lifelong friends. So many people have

·4· rallied around me and have supported me. Just like

·5· Detroit is home to many amazing men and women. I implore

·6· you to expedite this so I can go back home to New York.

·7· In the end, I will do whatever it takes to speed this

·8· process up in the most respectful manner. Thank you.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chair, may I ask a

11· question if you don't mind? Just quickly. Miss, we heard

12· you, but if you could provide us a copy of your written

13· statement, I would appreciate it. You can put to Mr.

14· Brown or anybody at the commission office so we can read

15· it as well if that's okay.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I could give you my card. I'm

17· the commissioner in District 5. It seemed like your

18· situation happened in my district. I would love to hear

19· from you as well.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Who do we have now, Mr. Brown?

21· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, there are currently four

22· members in attendance from the Youth Advisory Panel. I'll

23· call their names. Ms. Kiara Johnson, Ms. Alana Spencer,

24· Ms. Angelique Williams, and Ms. Alexis Escato. Mr. Chair.

25· · · ·MS. SPENCER: Well, hello and good evening. My name



·1· is Alana Spencer, student at Wayne State University and

·2· the daughter of a local 1659 Union President Darling

·3· Wilington. I would like to start by thanking judge

·4· Hubbard and Commissioner Alicia Bell for this opportunity

·5· for recommendation of the Youth Advisory Panel. Growing

·6· up in Detroit, you don't hear many great things about the

·7· Detroit Police Department, but being a part of this Youth

·8· Advisory Panel gives us the youth a voice to be able to

·9· state our issues as well as informing our peers about the

10· great things that this department does for the community.

11· So I would like to thank you all for this opportunity.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. Again, may I have your

13· name?

14· · · ·MS. SPENCER: I'm sorry. My name is Alana Spencer.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

16· · · ·MS. JOHNSON: Hello, my name is Kiara Johnson. I am a

17· sophomore at Renaissance Science High school, and I would

18· like to thank everybody here today. But I really joined

19· to make sure my voice was heard and known because I would

20· like to get better at public speaking and getting my

21· ideas out to the public. So thank you so much.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Your name is again, please?

23· · · ·MS. JOHNSON: Kira Johnson.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

25· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: Good evening to all of you as well as



·1· everyone in attendance. My name is Angelica Williams, and

·2· I am a junior at Wayne State University. I also serve

·3· with Life Leaders Inc, and I do a lot of work in youth

·4· advocacy and empowerment. I believe a lot in the power

·5· that youth voices hold, especially in the city of Detroit

·6· which was the main reason that I wanted to join. I also

·7· had the support in terms of recommendation from Maria

·8· Franklin, who was formerly with Detroit PAL and then also

·9· came over with us at life. But I am a part of a

10· generation and live in a city where we learn our entire

11· lives to fear police presence and activity despite the

12· fact that police are the ones we're supposed to look up

13· to and idolize and rely on. So I wanted to be in a

14· position where I could help enact change that would make

15· us be confident and faithful in police presence again.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Your name once again?

18· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: Angelica Williams.

19· · · ·MR. ESCATO: Good evening. My name is Alexis Escato

20· and I'm a lifetime resident of Southwest Detroit and

21· community advocate. I joined the Youth Advisory board to

22· bring more knowledge and bridge the gap between youth of

23· my generation and the police department with recent

24· protests that youth have a negative impact on police

25· department. I would like to join forces and eventually



·1· bridge a gap and live a more peaceful society.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: That's great. Great.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Your name again, please.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Again, your name.

·5· · · ·MR. ESCATO: Alexis Escato.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Can all four of you guys come

·8· right up to the podium really quick? Now I heard a thing.

·9· Right? So that means you guys are the voices, correct?

10· · · ·MS. SPENCER: Yes, sir.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Is anyone of you afraid of the

12· police department, police itself?

13· · · ·MS. JOHNSON: I wouldn't say afraid, but like—

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Cautious.

15· · · ·MS. SPENCER: Yeah, exactly.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Cautious. Okay. So what can we

17· do or what can you do to make sure that that cautious

18· goes away? What can be done?

19· · · ·MR. ESCATO: I think about—

20· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: So I'll start. I would say just in

21· general already this is a very good start having not only

22· youth in the room offering thoughts and opinions, but

23· also being willing and open to having alternative

24· opinions. The biggest challenge I find not only in

25· Detroit, with Detroit organizations, but also with the



·1· state, the country, is that a lot of people fear what

·2· they cannot change, or they have a tendency to close

·3· themselves off to new things because they don't want to

·4· go through the change. So even being open and willing to

·5· enacting those kinds of change and being willing to

·6· listen to people and take their thoughts and opinions

·7· into account is a very big step in terms of increasing

·8· faith in police presence.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's awesome.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Listen. Now, just by hearing

12· that, right. Take that back to your community. Take it

13· back. Tell them all police officers are not bad. We got

14· 99.9% of them are good. Right? We got that bad little

15· slim. Right. But we are here to work that out, right?

16· That's what we're here for. But you guys are our future.

17· Like you said, this is a first step. Don't let this be

18· the last step. Right? We want to take it to the top. So

19· I'm going to put you on the spot. If you can make it at

20· every Thursday, try. Try to make it every Thursday. That

21· way you can hear what's going on and we want to hear from

22· you like you just did right there. That goes a long way

23· because this hits thousands of people, right? YouTube,

24· everything. Alright. Then that way you guys can replay

25· it. See, look, that's what I said. Look what I said.



·1· Right? You guys can do that. Then that'll get in their

·2· mind that all police officers are not bad. There's really

·3· help, and you guys are the future. I'm sorry, go ahead.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, thank you Chair. I'd like for

·5· the community to know that we have had the pleasure of

·6· interacting with young people who are members of the

·7· Board of Police Commissioners' Youth Advisory Panel. The

·8· sponsors for that institution we wanted to become are

·9· Commissioner Carter, Ms. Blossom, and myself. We are so

10· excited because the Youth Advisory Panel started well

11· most recently, but most of our meetings are on Zoom. It's

12· been quite a while that we've had the opportunity to

13· interact with you young people in person. So thank you

14· for making yourselves available to come and be presented

15· to the Board of Police Commissioner, larger community of

16· the city of Detroit. Thank you so much for your service.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

18· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: I also just want to take a moment to

19· acknowledge Perial Pace, who is also on the panel with

20· us. She is also a member of the Skillman's President's

21· Youth Council. She is now one of their members and I

22· don't remember what school she attends, but she also does

23· wonderful work with us and was unfortunately unable to be

24· in attendance tonight.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Angelica, for that



·1· reminder.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Thank you again.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Through the Chair.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: What's that? Yes.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: I just want to commend

·6· Commissioner Holt and Commissioner Carter and Theresa

·7· Blossom for doing such an amazing job.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Seconded.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Coordinating this Youth

10· Advisory Council. I know that you've chosen the absolute

11· best because Kira Johnson is a proud member of Third Blue

12· Hope Baptist Church and also a member of my alma mater

13· Renaissance High School. So I'm so proud of the work

14· she's doing. So I know that the committee is doing the

15· same work as well. Thank you.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Through the Chair.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, commissioner.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, sir.

19· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I have a question for the Wayne

20· State chapter as well, if they can come back up.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, go ahead.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: It is important that we hear

23· from you all and we applaud you for your commitment and

24· service. But not long ago we had a young lady who happens

25· to be a graduate from Wayne State University by the name



·1· of Nikita Wallace. Nikita Wallace was placed in a

·2· chokehold by DPD. She's a member of Detroit Will Breathe.

·3· That came days after the George Floyd incident. You had

·4· protestors thrown to the ground, shots were flashed, gang

·5· grenades, pepper sprayed, tied with zip ties, thrown to

·6· the ground for exercising their constitutional rights,

·7· freedom of speech. How do you feel when free speech is

·8· being thrown to the ground? What do you think about those

·9· voices getting thrown to the ground or young Nikita

10· Wallace graduated Wayne State University being in a

11· chokehold just days after the George Floyd incident. What

12· comes to your mind as young people and what message do

13· you have for this police Board that's supposed to be an

14· oversight of the Detroit Police Department crafting out

15· policies? I'd like to hear from you, hear your thoughts?

16· Thank you.

17· · · ·MS. SPENCER: Well, first I want to start by saying

18· that was an unfortunate situation. Like he said 99.9% of

19· the police officers are good. You still have that 1% that

20· aren't as good. But when it comes to situations like that

21· it's of course hard for the community as a whole. Of

22· course, being a student myself it's a scary situation and

23· a hard concern. But I'll say...

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. We're moving

25· forward basically. Thank you. That's what it is. We're



·1· moving forward.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Alana—

·3· · · ·MS. SPENCER: You're put in that situation it is

·4· unfortunate but...

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Alana.

·6· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: For myself one, I will say that the

·7· situation issue, as you mentioned, it extends so far

·8· beyond just Wayne State, right? Just our alumni, just our

·9· students. There is so much opportunity in the US itself

10· for those kinds of actions and behaviors that negatively

11· impact all of us. I think that there are a lot of

12· takeaways that I could offer. I think the largest one is

13· to emphasize being kind which feels like such a small

14· thing, especially passing it on to other people

15· especially people who have so much more experience than

16· me and so much more wisdom. But it's such a struggle,

17· especially in the kind of world, environment, and climate

18· that we're in for people to have that kind of kindness

19· and open-mindedness. I think that a lot of situations

20· that occur such as that one, are just a result of a lack

21· of experiencing kindness, or a lack of being able to

22· productively put it back into the world if that makes

23· sense.

24· · · ·MS. WILLIAMS: So there are a lot of ways that you

25· can go about. You can take every single police officer



·1· and you can go through every single action they've ever

·2· done over the entirety of their career, and you could

·3· still not find every single one that's done something

·4· like that, right? But being able to promote and act and

·5· execute kindness in any ways possible, being able to

·6· emphasize that in the individuals you work with and the

·7· environment you have, it reflects on the world tenfold. I

·8· think that's something a lot of people unfortunately

·9· don't get to experience.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Angelica.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you so much, guys.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Mr. Chairman.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'm going to leave you alone,

15· but I just want you to know for someone at my age and for

16· seniors and the city, you give us so much hope.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You give us so much hope and I

19· want to thank you for that. You give us so much hope.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Speaking of hope Mr. Chairman, I

22· don't understand why a man is not on. We got all these

23· women on this.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Yeah.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Not, but I'm talking about her.



·1· You got Lisa. You got the hope. So get more on that. Not

·2· burden. Not burden, but more.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Now, we're going to get you,

·4· Commissioner Holley.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Thank you.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Mr. Chairman.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner, we got to move

·8· on.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Yes, please.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Mr. Chairman, can I get one out

11· right quick?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We have to move on, sir. We

13· really need—

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: It's going to be quick.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: You've been talking all day,

16· man. Come on. I give out—

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead, sir. Go ahead.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Thank you.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go ahead.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Thank you. Through the Chair.

21· You did a wonderful job, young ladies. Wonderful job to

22· be so young and to have a mind for the community. A mind

23· for the community at what? 4, 16, 15, whatever.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I said all of that.

25· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Sorry, Father Holley. But



·1· the young lady in the white sweater, you were taught to

·2· idolize police officers. Okay? But Angelica, you would

·3· talk to idolize police officer. We got some great

·4· officers out here. But the Bible says you idolize no man.

·5· You praise God. You praise me. Idolize no man. So I just

·6· wanted to let you know that you idolized no man. No man.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Even though we got some great

·9· officers out here. Not degrading any officers. We got

10· some great officers here in the city. They're great. But

11· idolize and praise, no man, the Bible says.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Who else do we have

13· Mr. Brown?

14· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair. We got Britain Benjamin Kelly,

15· followed by Lewis Monroe, followed by Margie Wright

16· Maddox.

17· · · ·MS. KELLY: Hello.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Hello.

19· · · ·MS. KELLY: My name is Britain Benjamin Kelly and I

20· work with City Year as a student success coach in DPSCD.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: We really would like to capture

22· every word. So if you could speak into the mic.

23· · · ·MS. KELLY: Can you hear me fine?

24· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Yes.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Better enough.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: A little slower for old people.

·2· · · ·MS. KELLY: I was wondering if applications for the

·3· Youth Advisory Panel would be coming out soon because I'm

·4· interested in being on the panel and I know some other

·5· people who would be interested as well.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All righty.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Yeah.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·9· · · ·MS. KELLY: Okay. I've been to two meetings before

10· this and I've noticed that a lot of reports are in

11· relation to crime and safety, and that's mostly civilian

12· behavior. That's nice to note, but I think it would be

13· beneficial if the commissioners were given information

14· about police officers themselves as well. Officers that

15· have been placed on leave or fired or highlight police

16· officers who have been doing good work, stuff like that.

17· I think it's important to acknowledge because it shows

18· accountability and it could show some patterns either in

19· law or behavior, and then something could be done about

20· it. So I would suggest trying to get more information

21· about that. Thank you.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. Would you share your

23· information? Through the Chair. I'm sorry.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Your name—

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Could you share your information



·1· with Ms. Blossom, please.

·2· · · ·MS. KELLY: Okay.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: That's done just like that.

·5· You all are done.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER: Commissioner say all?

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Good like that.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I'll get the mayor to take mine

·9· before you to take my place.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Ms. Blossom, you're going to come

11· over here. Thank you.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Who's next, Mr. Brown?

13· · · ·MR. BROWN: I don't see Mr. Lewis Monroe unless he's

14· in the audience. So your next speaker will be Ms.

15· Margarie Wright Maddox. Ms. Maddox.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: They're on Zoom?

17· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yes, sir.

18· · · ·MS. MADDOX -SPEAKER WITH SPEECH IMPEDIMENT: Yes. My

19· name is Margarie Maddox. I have a speech impediment so

20· please bear with me. I would like to go back to the

21· beginning when they said something about a leave of

22· absence bad days. We all have bad says too but

23· remember...

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Still there Mr. Brown?

25· · · ·MR. BROWN: Her time is not up. She got about 10



·1· seconds.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: He did a good job. Okay.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. All right, Mr. Brown.

·4· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your next couple of speakers

·5· would be Motor City Rue, followed by Minister. Eric

·6· Blount and former Commissioner William Davis. Motor City

·7· Rue.

·8· · · ·MOTOR CITY RUE: Good evening, everyone. The

·9· honorable men and women of the Detroit Police Department

10· I want to be the one to bring the news to you. There have

11· been hundreds and millions of dollars. My estimate now

12· could be over a billion worth of illegally issued

13· municipal bonds issued by the city's administration,

14· that's the mayor and approved by the former city council.

15· There are now three present members on the city Council,

16· Mary Sheffield, James Tate, and Scott Benson, who have

17· approved these illegally issued bonds and total violation

18· of state law. They are endeavoring to keep the illegality

19· of this from the public. You haven't heard of it in any

20· newspapers or seen it in any newspapers, nor on any news

21· stations. The bonds were issued without notifying the

22· public. It was done in secrecy and citizens and taxpayers

23· of Detroit on a hook for anywhere from three to 5 billion

24· in total debt going forward to 2044.

25· · · ·MOTOR CITY RUE: Now, I just wanted to bring that to



·1· your attention over the next couple weeks you're going to

·2· hear about it. But Reverend Jim Holley, you spoke of

·3· truth. Now, you never told any of the Board members what

·4· we talked about while you were at the church when I

·5· contacted you about the emails I was sending to you that

·6· were intercepted by Melanie White in her former position.

·7· Those emails that I sent to you were also sent to

·8· Commissioner Burton, Commissioner Davis, Commissioner

·9· Brown as well and they all told me now that they haven't

10· received them. Now, I want you to tell this Board while

11· you were sitting there about the conversation me and you

12· had, where I told you I was sending you the emails, you

13· said you never received them, but yet you came back to

14· the Board and sat for weeks and weeks and weeks and never

15· made any mention of it. Melanie White has intercepted all

16· those emails. Tell the Board about that.

17· · · ·MR. BROWN: Minister Blount.

18· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Can you hear me Board?

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

20· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: Yes. To complete my comments from

21· last week. Commissioner Bernard, it is wrong and corrupt

22· for you to offer your services to newly promoted officers

23· as you did last week. If anyone from the city's board of

24· Ethics or Wayne County's ethics board is in or listening

25· to this meeting or to the Youth Advisory Council, here



·1· are the specifics in the publicly released transcripts of

·2· last week's meeting. Page 37, lines 17 through 20 reads

·3· and such. I am attorney Linda Bernard, the Commissioner

·4· for District 2. If there's anything I can do for you as a

·5· lawyer or personally or professionally, please feel free

·6· to contact me. End quote. How publicly corrupt can you

·7· be? Your last publicly admission of corruption was

·8· showcased on the local newscast in your interview on

·9· which taking money from a towing company is very, very

10· acceptable. To correct the transcripts from last week. I

11· truly believe I said.

12· · · ·MINISTER BLOUNT: So I'll repeat it again today. The

13· State of Michigan allows a person to record a

14· conversation in which they are a participant of. February

15· 9th is the latest meeting video posted on BOPC'S website.

16· So I cannot verify my exact words but this is what I

17· truly believe I said. To correct myself from last week's

18· meeting. Mr. Warfield did not reject the OCI job as I

19· falsely believed and commented as such. Lastly, we demand

20· the public release of the entire footage of the killing

21· of Porter Burkes. Not releasing the entire footage only

22· reinforces the negative perception of the Detroit police

23· officers and the department as a whole. If you don't

24· listen.

25· · · ·MR. BROWN: Former Commissioner Davis.



·1· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Good evening. Can I be heard?

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

·3· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Well, I'd like to start off by saying, I

·4· was hoping to start being able to say some nice things

·5· about you guys, but this incident with Reverend Warfield

·6· about what's going on at OCI this is highly questionable.

·7· Because I complained for some time about the fact that

·8· you all wasn't filling positions even though some of you

·9· all ridicule me for standing up for what's in the city

10· charter. This Board needs to do better. You all should be

11· looking about what just recently happened with a police

12· department with the Justice Department. I can see if you

13· all are doing some underhanded dirty stuff. I can see the

14· Justice Department coming in, not looking at the regular

15· police department, but looking at this Board of Police

16· Commissioners. I think everything you all should do

17· should be above Board and it should be voted on in

18· public, not have these little secret clicks and do

19· everything under the table. Also, I know Reverend Holley

20· should be pleased to hear that I was reelected for the

21· joint president of NAN. I know he wasn't in favor of

22· that.

23· · · ·MR. DAVIS: Also, I know Reverend Holley should be

24· pleased to hear that I was reelected for the jury

25· president of NAN. I know he wasn't in favor of that.



·1· Also, I understand that looking at Tuesday's city

·2· council, I see there was a comment made about Reverend

·3· Holley receiving an award. I won't name the award because

·4· I think it's not good to call a Black person that, but

·5· what can you say? He got that. I think he may have gotten

·6· it fairly. Have a good day,

·7· · · ·MR. BROWN: Mr. Chair, your last speaker will be

·8· caller with the last three numbers 862.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: 862.

10· · · ·CALLER 862: Good evening to the Board. Can you hear

11· me?

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes, we can hear you.

13· · · ·CALLER 862: Yes. I just got in. Just about to stay

14· in the meeting. I'm so sorry to be in so late. But from

15· what I did hear, I am yet proud to be a citizen of

16· Detroit because of you all and how you work together as a

17· well-oiled machine. It really does help a lot. I remember

18· when Chief Craig was there, and there was some fraud on

19· my medical account. He helped me with a letter to get my

20· medicine that was given prior to them, to someone else

21· revealing that there was fraud on my medical insurance

22· account. But by his helping me by writing the letter with

23· his signature, I was able to get my medicine. Then after

24· that, listening to you all helps to strengthen my faith

25· in you all and in myself and my abilities. You face a lot



·1· of different things and opposition, but yet you still

·2· have your meetings every week. You don't curl up like a

·3· dog with its tail between his legs, but you stand tall

·4· and you yet continue to hold up the Detroit Police

·5· Department. Thank you very much. I appreciate you.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

·7· · · ·MR. DAVIS: That was your last caller.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Last caller. All right. Now

·9· we're going to move to our presentation to the Board.

10· Now, you better not. If I were you, I would not.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'd be delighted to.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yeah.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I want to respond to what the

14· man said that called about taking money from a tower.

15· I've never taken any money from a tower. But for the

16· record, people who tow cars are legitimate businesses.

17· But I have never taken any donation from a tower. Besides

18· that, Detroit, the Police Commission has nothing to do

19· with towers. Secondly, I have the right, as I'm a

20· licensed lawyer in four states and five federal courts. I

21· can advise anybody I want on anything that I care to. It

22· doesn't necessarily establish an attorney client

23· relationship. I get asked questions like we were last

24· week, where do you file this? What do you do with this?

25· What do you do with that? That's just general information



·1· that quite frankly, most of it, you could get off of

·2· Google. But I take great umbrage at this continued if you

·3· will — I know that Commissioner Holley does as well —

·4· this continued slander and attacks that provide

·5· absolutely no substance to anything that we are trying to

·6· do. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You're welcome. But I do think

·8· the caller was trying to refer to is, when you're sitting

·9· at this Board table, you are a commissioner.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm suggesting—

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Questions should be just for

12· commissioners.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: We have two ministers at this

14· table. I mean, you're a lot of things. I'm sorry.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Right.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Yeah. I mean, you're a lot of

17· things, but that you don't lose your identity in terms of

18· your profession because you're on a commission or any

19· board.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I understand.

21· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: You’re doctor so-and-so, or

22· whoever you are.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I understand. Ms. Patillo.

24· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Good evening.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: It's always good to see you,



·1· ma'am.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Resource director.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Human Resource Director. Ms.

·4· Patillo. We're ready for your presentation as always.

·5· · · ·MS. PATILLO: The Chair, I'll be presenting the human

·6· resources report for the month of February. Excuse me if

·7· my voice goes in and out. But last week I lost it and I

·8· have no idea why.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Yelling at that rally yesterday.

10· · · ·MS. PATILLO: The report's going to cover

11· departmental staffing, personnel recruiting and

12· recruiting initiatives. You had received the documents. I

13· think you might have them in your folder. Then I also

14· gave you a copy of the presentation that the audience can

15· see. So, going to the next slide, which goes over the

16· current departmental staffing. So for the month of

17· February, the department was filled at an 87% rate. For

18· sworn members 90%, and for vacancies 10%, for police

19· assistance 70% filled, vacancies 30% filled. For

20· civilians 81% filled and 19% vacancy. You see the rod

21· numbers on the chart. Next slide. Going to the next

22· slide, gives you the breakout from fiscal year July 1st,

23· 2022, to February 28th of recruiting. So we had a total

24· of 2007 or 83 applications. 57 were in processing. 230

25· applications were withdrawn. 1,780 applications were



·1· archived.

·2· · · ·MS. PATILLO: 393 were temporary disqualified. 442

·3· were permanently disqualified in 219, awaiting MCOLEs

·4· means they were awaiting various different types of

·5· testing. During that period of the fiscal year, we've

·6· hired 186. Going to the next slide is the MCOLEs testing

·7· for the month of February. So we had 95 that were

·8· scheduled for the written test. 61 appeared, 41 pass,

·9· which was a 67% passing rate. 20, failed 33% failure

10· rate, 11 rescheduled, 23 no shows. For physical agility,

11· we had 155 that were scheduled. 65 appeared, 32 passed

12· 49% passing rate, 33 failed, 51% failure rate, 27

13· rescheduled, and 63 no shows. Next slide. So for total

14· new hires for the month of February, we had 37 sworn that

15· were hired. I'll have another slide that's going to break

16· that number out. That does include reinstatements. We had

17· 12 civilians that were hired for a total of 49. Next

18· slide.

19· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So, attrition. Oh, actually no. Detroit

20· residency. So for residency for Detroit, we had 533

21· sworn, 414 civilians, 15 police assistance. For non-

22· Detroiters, 1,815 sworn, 214 civilians, 23 police

23· assistance. Of those numbers, 12 civilians were Detroit

24· residents and 8 sworn were Detroit residents. Next slide.

25· Attrition for the month of February. We had a total of 23



·1· that separated. So, good news we kept separations for

·2· sworn under 15. It was 14, same as it was for January.

·3· But you'll see that it wasn't in the thirties. Then 9

·4· civilians separated for a total of 23. Next slide is our

·5· leave of absence. We do have a new category that we've

·6· added, which is the paid parental leave. So FMLA

·7· continuous, we had 16 for sworn, 11 for civilians.

·8· · · ·MS. PATILLO: For FMLA intermediate, we had 60 for

·9· sworn, 76 for civilians. For paid parental leave, which

10· started across the city in the beginning of January. That

11· means they get additional weeks. The husband or the wife,

12· they can submit for paid parental leave. We had 6 sworn

13· medical leave, 3 for sworn and 6 for civilians. Military

14· leave, we have 3 sworn officers. We have 159 restricted.

15· So it went down a little bit from 165 for sworn, and then

16· 7 civilians disabled. Our numbers are going down. We have

17· 23 sworn and 2 civilians, and we had 19 sworn that were

18· sick and 6 civilians. Next slide. So, moving over to our

19· separation. So as I stated, 14 for the month of February.

20· There were 10 police officers, 1 lieutenant, 2

21· detectives, and 1 commander. That covers all of the

22· categories. So whether we had 2 two officers that passed

23· away in that number as well.

24· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So on your breakout, you'll see where

25· it says retired, retired under charges, resigned,



·1· resigned under charges, death, disability, and dismissed.

·2· You can see the breakout there. We also had 19

·3· suspensions. 17 police officers, 1 corporal, 1 sergeant.

·4· Then we have 539 people in the drop. If you skip two

·5· slides, one says, sworn separations, and then you have

·6· the departmental breakout where it says 2022 versus 2023.

·7· Please note the light blue arrows. You'll see 14 for

·8· January, or not arrows, but bar graphs. 14 for January

·9· and 14th for February. Of those breakout numbers we had

10· 14 resignations between the two. So that 14, 14 is 28 for

11· the year January-February. 14 resignations, 10

12· disability. I mean, 10 retirements, 1 disability, 3

13· passed on that were active-duty members for total of 28.

14· So as you can see, when you go from January of 2022, and

15· then you start to see where we did the contract

16· negotiations, which got ratified in November.

17· · · ·MS. PATILLO: You'll see that the numbers will start

18· to go down. Next slide is the separations to other

19· departments. Still good news. So, as you know we had a

20· lot of officers that would leave here and go to other

21· departments. For the month of February, we've had 2 of

22· those members. One went to Southfield and one went to

23· University of Michigan Police Department. But you will

24· notice that we are starting to see the decline there as

25· well. Skipping to the next two slides. One says sworn



·1· appointments and then if you go to the one after that, it

·2· says, recruitment appointments 2018 to present. Just

·3· please note the 2023 numbers. So even though I gave you

·4· the fiscal numbers for the calendar year numbers is 61.

·5· So that's between January and February. We've hired a

·6· total of 61. If you go to the next slide where it says

·7· student police officer, you will note that we have five

·8· classes currently in the academy.

·9· · · ·MS. PATILLO: We have a total 136 students. Of that

10· 136 students, we have 13 were reinstatement. I do believe

11· 8 or 9 are going to get sworn in tomorrow. So basically,

12· those were officers that left and since the contract,

13· they've come back. We started a class on the 27th of

14· February with a total of 37. 9 of those were

15· reinstatements. Then we graduated a class on February

16· 17th that had28. You don't have this slide, but I'll just

17· go over the number. So basically, I'm going to give you

18· the breakout of where we are with reinstatements. So

19· since September 28th, which is when the mayor announced

20· the new contract, we've received a total of 55 requests

21· for officers to come back. That breakout is, we have

22· approved 23, 8 were denied, 18 are still in processing.

23· So some of those are in processing means they still have

24· to go through the process. So we still have to screen

25· them. We still have to go to the law enforcement agency



·1· that they're at to do. We have to do their background

·2· check. Do all of that. Then we had six that withdrew.

·3· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Then recruiting initiatives. We have a

·4· lot that we're working on. But I will tell you one that

·5· we're working on right now is March 25th, you will get

·6· the details. We are currently planning a DPD Career Fair

·7· one stop shop. Then also we have also sent in or sent out

·8· requests for applications for the Mayor's Fellowship. So

·9· I know the Chief mentioned last week that we are

10· participating in those two programs. So it's the Mayor's

11· Fellowship program. We are receiving a lot of

12· applications. I don't know if the youth received those

13· links, but I know I did pass them to Wayne State, Eastern

14· Michigan, University of Michigan, a lot of the HBBCU. So

15· they are out there. If that is a program that you all are

16· interested in applying for please contact me and I can

17· get you the link. Then also the Grow the Detroit Youth

18· Talent Program. Next week, I will be sending out the

19· application links for that. Pending any questions. That

20· concludes my brief.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. I just have one

22· question. For the restricted duty, 159, are they working?

23· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Yes, they are working.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. That's good. Okay. All

25· right. Commissioner Banks.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes, through the Chair. Peace

·2· and blessings to you, Director Patillo. 167 people

·3· applied for the physical agility test. Is that correct?

·4· 32 passed.

·5· · · ·MS. PATILLO: That's incorrect. So 155 were

·6· scheduled. That means we scheduled them to show up.

·7· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: But only 32 passed.

·8· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Correct.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Now.

10· · · ·MS. PATILLO: No, but you have, so 32 out of the 65

11· that appears. So not 32 out of 155 that was scheduled. So

12· 32 passed out of the ones that showed up.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay. Now, the others that

14· didn't pass, what is the Detroit Police Department doing?

15· Is the Detroit Police Department encouraging these people

16· to eat their widdies every day?

17· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So we actually have a program.

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Vitamins.

19· · · ·MS. PATILLO: No, sir. So some of those individuals

20· have just some things to work on, meaning they might have

21· missed it by one point or two point. We encourage them to

22· come back the next week because it might have just been a

23· reason why they missed it by one or two points. The other

24· ones that might have a little bit longer to go with

25· working on their physical condition, we have recruiters



·1· that work with these individuals. We put them in a

·2· category that's called standby. We have someone who

·3· physically goes out if we open it to them. If they want

·4· to come and train with us, and they get nutrition tips,

·5· and they get a workout schedule, and we have someone who

·6· meets with them on a regular basis to actually work out

·7· with them.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·9· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Then we encourage them to come back.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Great. That's all I was

11· concerned about is DPD offering them some tips to get in

12· better shape.

13· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Yes.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I see that. Wonderful. I'm all

15· set, Mr. Chair. Thank you.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Pressley.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: No questions, Chair. Thank

18· you.

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Moore.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

21· Director, thank you for the information. I received it

22· through channels from Commander Parish, but I have a

23· deeper dive on and what the information is to the public.

24· Generally speaking, it was about sexual harassment. I'm

25· being facetious. So, but I'm serious at the same time.



·1· Let's say for instance, a complaint came against an

·2· elected official, i.e., a commissioner on sexual

·3· harassment, whether it's commissioner was sexually

·4· harassing staff members and police officers, and the same

·5· commissioner was sexually harassing citizens. What would

·6· that reporting process be? Would it be different, or

·7· would it be the same?

·8· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So it would be different. So for the

·9· Board of Police Commissioners, you would report that to

10· the city HR, not the Detroit Police Department, hr. But

11· if it is a sworn member of the Detroit Police Department

12· or a civilian member, then that would come to DPD's HR,

13· EEO office.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: What about a citizen if a

15· citizen is being harassed by the same commissioner?

16· · · ·MS. PATILLO: I would encourage them because the

17· Board of Police Commission reports to or operates through

18· the City of Detroit. I would encourage them to reach out

19· to the city of Detroit HR.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thank you, ma'am.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Just quickly. The mayor

23· mentioned in his state of the city, if you had a chance

24· to see it. He gave a list of the officers who had asked

25· to come back from other cities, and he said that you now



·1· have a list of that had come back. I'm sorry, that had

·2· already come back. That you now have a list of 20 people

·3· that had left us that want to come back, and that you're

·4· currently analyzing that list. Is that true?

·5· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So I believe what the mayor was

·6· referring to, if he said in processing, that means yes.

·7· The number that I just gave you, I believe was. If he

·8· mentioned 20 in processing, that means we're taking up.

·9· So 23 have already been approved out of that 55. We have

10· an additional 18 — it might have been 20 when the mayor

11· mentioned it — that we are currently taking a look at

12· right now. Yes, ma'am.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Okay. All right. So when will

14· that be completed, you think? So we they can start back

15· to work.

16· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So some of them might have just

17· applied. Then some of them might have applied a few weeks

18· ago. So we are working their packages. So I'm hoping that

19· within few weeks that number will dwindle down. But we

20· are starting to get a lot more reinstatements, which is

21· really good.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I agree.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: VC.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Chair and thank you

25· Human Resource Director, Patillo. As the Deputy Chief



·1· Stewart has indicated the Women's March yesterday at the

·2· Public Safety Headquarters was phenomenal. The

·3· presentation that you made was so warm and filled with so

·4· much passion. You know that we had a lot of young females

·5· participating in the march, and if you could have seen

·6· the look on some of their faces as you were striking home

·7· allowing them to understand that they mattered and that

·8· they were not to look at themselves as second citizens. I

·9· really appreciate the message that you shared with the

10· young people yesterday.

11· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Thank you.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: No questions and thank you for

14· the report.

15· · · ·MS. PATILLO: Thank you.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burton.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Question. So we'd like to know

18· the officers that left this department that separated to

19· go to other agencies that's now looking to come back to

20· the department that they once left. What is the reason

21· that they leave and then come back?

22· · · ·MS. PATILLO: So I can tell you some of the reasons

23· that they have given. Some of the officers that left for

24· better opportunities, I mean, financial opportunities as

25· they called it benefits. What they discovered was when



·1· they went to the other departments some of them did not

·2· like the culture that was at the other department. Then

·3· some of them felt as if being with DPD it was a family

·4· here. So they missed the camaraderie here at DPD and then

·5· also once the contract was renewed they felt as if they

·6· were on the same competitive edge as the other law

·7· enforcement agencies and they wanted to come back. That

·8· is some of the information that they have told me.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Thank you once

10· again for your presentation. As always, thank you. Now

11· we're going to hear from Downtown Services Third

12· Precinct. Who do we have?

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: All right.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Hey, commander.

15· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes. Good evening, honorable

16· Board.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Good evening.

18· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: I am Commander Melissa Gardner. I

19· am the commanding officer for Downtown Services, as well

20· as the Third Precinct. It is a pleasure to stand before

21· the Board tonight to present out on some of our

22· strategies as well as some crime statistics. So as we all

23· may or may not know, Downtown Services is made up of

24· roughly two square miles. It's Mac to the North, I375

25· Freeway to the East, Rosa Parks Boulevard to the West and



·1· Detroit River to the south. In our downtown area we all

·2· know that we are built up of a business district that

·3· houses the four sporting teams as well as three casinos

·4· and a plethora of businesses and venues for the citizens

·5· in the downtown area to be able to enjoy even those who

·6· come to visit the city of Detroit. We are also the hub to

·7· Canada.

·8· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So we roughly have on average

·9· 13,000 vehicles that travel over into the US from the

10· bridge, and we are second to the Ambassador Bridge when

11· we talk about the amount of people that come into the

12· downtown area. I am happy to be the commanding officer

13· over the downtown area. Does it have its challenges?

14· Absolutely. But I enjoy the challenges that it brings. It

15· allows me to build and grow within my rank as well as a

16· professional within this organization. I wanted to also

17· make sure that I covered with you currently where we

18· stand as far as our crime stats. So far this year, when

19· we look at our violent crimes, we are currently — excuse

20· me, I had to pull it from my phone, so my apologies. Do

21· it this way. So when we look at homicides, we're

22· currently down a hundred percent.

23· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: We have not had a homicide in our

24· area for this year. As far as our criminal sexual conduct

25· crimes we're down 11% from last year. For our aggravated



·1· assaults we're down 20% from last year. When we look at

·2· our robberies, we are currently up 50% from last year for

·3· a total for violent crimes at 3% higher than last year.

·4· When we look at our property crimes burglary, we are down

·5· 2%. For our larceny, we're up 25%. For motor vehicle

·6· theft, we are up 120%. I want to say, when we talk about

·7· our motor vehicle theft, we started the year at 225%.

·8· What we have done to address this particular issue when

·9· it talks to the motor vehicle theft, we have put a task

10· force together. We have coordinated with area businesses,

11· our green light businesses as well to look at video

12· camera.

13· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: We have placed in what we call

14· our hotspot areas or areas that are problematic for this

15· particular crime. We have officers that will work during

16· the targeted hours in which those crimes are being

17· committed. We are driving it down. Yes, we are still

18· high. But I am proud to say that we are driving those

19· numbers down. Then we are getting information out to

20· them. We have coordinated with other resources throughout

21· the department and throughout the city. For example, we

22· have our domestic violence advocacy that addresses

23· domestic violence. But they were also able to get funding

24· to address this particular issue. We are able to get

25· locks for your tires. They have donated locks for the



·1· steering wheel as well as additional ways to address that

·2· particular issue.

·3· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So one of the things is we do try

·4· to work with other agencies that are able to also use

·5· grant funding to help combat this particular issue of

·6· crime. Now, when we look at our non-fatal shootings.

·7· January, we had a decrease of a hundred percent. February

·8· was also a decrease of a hundred percent. March, we did

·9· have a decrease of 40%. We are currently sitting at 3.

10· This information is also based off of the 6. So clearly,

11· we did have a situation that occurred after that. But we

12· are sitting at 4 for this year, opposed to 5 from last

13· year. When we look at homicides again, we are down a

14· hundred percent for January. We are also down for

15· February and currently we're still down or actually

16· sitting at a 0%. Meaning we had none last year and we had

17· none for this month currently today.

18· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: We did have a situation in the

19· downtown area where we did have non-fatal shooting where

20· two victims were shot near one of our venues. We did get

21· that individual in custody within 24 hours of the

22· incident. That's due the technology and the ability for

23· people to come forward and give us information that led

24· to the arrest of this individual which he in interview

25· admitted to the crime. Again, we'll continue to address



·1· robberies in the downtown area. Again, one of the things

·2· that we find very helpful in addressing some of the

·3· issues that we may experience in the downtown area is we

·4· do what we call sector deployment. This is something that

·5· was launched through Chief White and his team of

·6· executives. What we've done is we broke down the downtown

·7· area into sectors.

·8· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Based on the sector, we are able

·9· to address whatever particular crime or nuisance is

10· occurring in that area. What we do is we have officers

11· that'll be assigned solely to that area for their eight-

12· hour shift, and sometimes longer depending on what we

13· have going on downtown. Their sole purpose is to maintain

14· the order and the peace and make sure that any issues and

15· concerns that are occurring are being addressed and

16· enforced, whether it be loud music, opening toxins in a

17· public place, larceny reform, motor vehicle, and things

18· of that nature. So those are some of the things that

19· we're doing. We also have our special operations team

20· that look for violent offenders. So one of the unique

21· things that we have found that is working with our

22· downtown strategy is again, looking at technology, the

23· barcode.

24· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So one of the things is, whenever

25· I get information as it relates to crimes in or around



·1· downtown meeting. If it's a sister precinct to us, we

·2· have developed a barcode where we allow officers at the

·3· end of roll call, they can go up with their phones and be

·4· able to pull all the information as it relates to wanted

·5· persons' crime patterns that have developed. So during

·6· their shift, they can look for these individuals and if

·7· it's a vehicle we're looking for. It updates on the 24

·8· hours. So they're getting current and accurate

·9· information that allows them during their tour of duty to

10· make sure that if they do see these individuals that

11· we're looking for or vehicle that they can stop and

12· investigate that vehicle and make proper notifications.

13· Then we too, like I said earlier, we have our DV advocate

14· program to address domestic violence.

15· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: One of the things is we are

16· working and developing workshops where we address our

17· domestic violence situations. Because we all know that

18· domestic violence does not have an age, it doesn't have

19· an income and it doesn't have an occupation. We all can

20· be a target to domestic violence. We want to make sure

21· that they know there are resources out there that can

22· assist them with any of those particular concerns. Also,

23· we are seeing an uptick in neighbor violence. So one of

24· the things is we have done mediations where we bring in

25· the neighbors and say, hey, let's get to the root of the



·1· problem. What is driving this? It's amazing how it's

·2· generational. My parents owned the home. My parents owned

·3· the home next door. They didn't like each other, so they

·4· grew up not liking each other.

·5· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: When you ask them, okay, why?

·6· They sit there and they think about it and then they

·7· laugh and they're like, gee, because our parents didn't

·8· get along. So we really try to engage that dialogue back

·9· and say, okay if it's a barking dog, what can we do

10· differently? If it's kids being out too late, what can we

11· do differently? How can we work together as neighbors

12· that have the same goals and are looking for the same

13· thing in the community? How can we work together to solve

14· those particular issues? It has assisted. Now granted,

15· there are times where unfortunately enforcement has to

16· come in and we have to do things differently. But we

17· always want to offer that platform opposed to going to

18· the court side. We want them to say, hey, how can we do

19· this without having to have us involved or the courts

20· involved to resolve your issues? When we do that one, it

21· allows them the ability to say, okay, you're not here

22· just to force your yourself on us, but to really address

23· the issue. So those are some of the things that we are

24· doing in the downtown area as well as in the Third

25· Precinct. Then I make sure I covered everything.



·1· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: I also want to mention the

·2· restore order. So one of the things that we do is — and

·3· this will speak to a question that was asked earlier.

·4· When we talk about sharing ideas across boundaries with

·5· other precincts, is we have the restore order. So what we

·6· do is we work together with other precincts when they

·7· have issues and concerns that need to be addressed with

·8· the assistance of additional officers. We do what's

·9· called a restore order, where we'll pick a day, maybe two

10· days or a week, and we'll go in and help with their

11· enforcement strategies. Whether it's to drive down

12· traffic offenses where people have complained about

13· speeding, or we have nuisance complaints where people are

14· out loitering, or we have our unsheltered or homeless

15· population that we need to address. That's what we

16· utilize our restore order for. We found that it does

17· bring about some assistance to those precincts as well as

18· it does assist us when we're trying to address some of

19· the particular crimes that we're looking to address.

20· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Then two, we have our NPOs that

21· our neighborhood police officers that do work in the

22· downtown area, they wear multiple hats because of the

23· uniqueness in the downtown area. So they also assist with

24· our homeless shelter and vagrant population as well as

25· our crisis intervention. Our crisis intervention is to



·1· help address the population that has mental challenges.

·2· They are trained to go out and be able to one, assist

·3· them to the point where we can get them the resources

·4· they need. They're trained on how to talk to them because

·5· a lot of times what can happen is if you have multiple

·6· officers at a scene and they're trying to talk to an

·7· individual that's not stable, all they hear is noise.

·8· It's an agitant to them. So they're trained on, okay,

·9· let's allow one person that is able to engage this

10· individual, have that conversation with them, get them

11· the resources, or get them to the place that we need to

12· get them to where they can get the help that they need.

13· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So those are just some of the

14· things that we do in partnership. We also work with the

15· MDOC. We do checks of those individuals. So we'll do MDOC

16· checks where we're going to look at those who may be on

17· probation or parole and we'll do home checks to make sure

18· that they're in compliance with what their probation or

19· parole has asked of them and making sure that there are

20· not weapons or things in the home. So we do those on a

21· weekly basis to make sure that everyone is complying with

22· their stipulations. Then two, we have a crime analyst

23· officer who is responsible for doing any workups. So if

24· we have an event in the downtown area or a promoter, what

25· we like to do is make sure that we run them through all



·1· social media resources to see one, how did they do in

·2· other cities when they were promoted and holding an event

·3· to make sure that if there are some issues, we get those

·4· issues addressed in the forefront. Then two, it allows us

·5· to know how we need to staff for those particular events

·6· based off of the history of the person being promoted. We

·7· find that that does assist us and it also lets the venue

·8· know that while we are there to support them, we want

·9· them to allow the event to take place, but we also want

10· to make sure that it's in in a manner that supports the

11· wellbeing of the citizens of Detroit in the downtown

12· area.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: One second. What does MDOC

14· stand for?

15· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So that's the Michigan Department

16· of Corrections.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay.

18· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Well, I'm glad. At least always

19· be prepared, right?

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: You're doing well.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

22· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So again, I did touch on our

23· community programs, which is our homeless outreach

24· programs. We have partnerships with Rock Financial as

25· well as other partnerships. With our crime analysts, she



·1· is responsible for, again, looking at crime patterns,

·2· letting us know the times that these crimes are

·3· occurring. Then it's our job to develop our strategy

·4· around those particular crime patterns. She has been very

·5· successful in assisting us with getting information out

·6· early enough that we are able to get these individuals in

·7· custody that we need to get into custody. Again, I think

·8· I have covered all the information and I'll open up for

·9· questions.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. VC.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you very much, Commander

12· Gardner. Did we not meet in one of your other precincts

13· north of grand?

14· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Third Precinct?

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Right.

16· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, really? You're the commander

18· over—

19· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: The third and the second one.

21· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Third and downtown.

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, in downtown.

23· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you. I'm not surprised of

25· all that you've shared especially as it related to the



·1· very thorough report you gave earlier this year.

·2· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Thank you.

·3· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Bernard.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I just wanted to compliment

·5· you on your report. You're extremely professional in

·6· every sense of the word. You always have been. You're a

·7· real benefit to the department and an excellent

·8· spokesperson for it. I'm glad to hear that all of your

·9· crime stats are non-existent for practical purposes

10· compared to all the other precincts and jurisdictions. So

11· congratulations to you.

12· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Thank you, ma'am.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Moore.

14· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: No questions, Mr. Chair.

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Pressley.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Thank you through the Chair.

17· First question, just for point of clarity. I hear that

18· there's a distinction between Downtown Services and the

19· Third Precinct. Is that captured in the data that we

20· received from the Chief of Police where downtown services

21· will be? Is that included in the third precinct data?

22· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yeah, so it's very unique. So

23· Third Precinct does work with downtown. Downtown tends to

24· be more of an event driven. So the offices that work down

25· here, they do patrol responsibilities, but they also will



·1· handle the venues as far as events and things that are

·2· occurring. So we work in conjunction.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Okay. Great. Thank you. Then

·4· my second question is relative to one particular area in

·5· Downtown Services that usually gets a lot of heat during

·6· the spring and summertime, that's that Greek town

·7· corridor. Is there any particular policies or plans that

·8· you all have in that area as spring is emerging to ensure

·9· that we're seeing less incidences of violence and

10· embarrassment in that corridor?

11· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Very good question. Yes. So one

12· of the deployment strategies is our Greektown. So just so

13· you know, and I'll break it out a little bit more. We

14· have a deployment strategy that we'll use for Court town,

15· Bricktown, Greektown, and then over by Grand Circus Park.

16· We find that when we break them down in those sectors,

17· and we apply and have officers work there, so we'll have

18· a lieutenant, a couple sergeants, and depending on what

19· we're trying to address, a certain number of officers.

20· Their responsibility is to stay in that area. Because

21· what we've found in the past is they'd go to roll call

22· and say, okay, you all are responsible for downtown.

23· Well, then something happens. Wow, I went over there. So

24· it allows us that ability to have accountability, so to

25· speak and also they become familiar with the businesses



·1· in that area.

·2· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: We have a resident population

·3· that has grown tremendously and allows them to develop a

·4· relationship with the residents that live down here as

·5· well and those who come down and work in the area. So

·6· that's why we did it and broke them out into those

·7· sectors. But to answer your point, yes, we do. I meet

·8· with all the downtown partnerships on a weekly basis to

·9· strategize and really develop messaging for those who

10· want to come in the downtown area on what is allowed,

11· what the ordinances are, and how we're going to be

12· enforcing those ordinances.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Then lastly, as we have the

14· Youth Advisory Council here and knowing the downtown is

15· usually an area where young people like to congregate and

16· enjoy themselves. Is there anything that you would share

17· messaging wise to young people about their behavioral

18· conduct when they're downtown?

19· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, commissioner.

20· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes. So we do and we encourage

21· the youth to enjoy the downtown area as well as the

22· festivities that they have to offer. We just ask that

23· they do it in a manner that does not bring distraught

24· first of all, to themselves, right? Self-Image is so

25· important. Then two, understanding the crowd that you



·1· choose to partake in. Knowing what they do, who they are,

·2· and what is their sole purpose for being downtown. Are

·3· you here to have fun and partake in some of the

·4· festivities? Are you going to come down here to cause

·5· issues? Those issues can be those that are disruptive in

·6· nature such as fighting, just going in and just being a

·7· nuisance overall. But we always encourage them — and then

·8· knowing the curfew. We are going to be really strictly

·9· enforcing curfew.

10· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Understanding that you need to

11· know one, the downtown area. I find a lot of times that

12· they're not familiar. Know the territory in which you are

13· going to visit. Know your surroundings so that you don't

14· become a victim of crime. Ladies should always travel in

15· pairs. There should be no point in time in the evenings

16· where you should be walking by yourself. Cell phones.

17· Keep your cell phones charged. You'd be surprised how

18· many I try to assist, and their cell phones are dead and

19· they don't have that communication to make contact with

20· parents or their guardians. So I encourage them to make

21· sure that your cell phone is up and always check in. I

22· have two daughters. I require them to check in, and I

23· have one that's 28 and one that's 30. So will be 30. They

24· say, oh mom. But it's so important. So just make sure

25· that you're doing it. Have your own set of safety



·1· guidelines for yourself when you're in the downtown area.

·2· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Great. Thank you, Commander,

·3· and thank you Chair. I'm done.

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Yes. Thank you, commander through

·5· the Chair.

·6· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Then I also great job to you all.

·7· I am an advocate for youth. I have and will be hosting a

·8· girl's time on March the 31st. I would like you to join.

·9· Because one of the things I think is so important is

10· knowing you and how you fit in your community. Know your

11· footprint and how does that footprint navigate you

12· through your career, through your education, through

13· whatever it is that you're choosing to do in life. I

14· definitely would like you all to come and I'll make sure

15· that you get a copy of my flyer because I think it is so

16· important. You all are our future, and we need you. I'm

17· so glad to see you all out here involved in your

18· community at a such a young age. It says a lot and I look

19· to see the great things that you all will do in the

20· community.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Moore.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

23· do have a quick question just for clarity Commander. So

24· if a shooting occurs in downtown Detroit, how is it

25· captured?



·1· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So that ends up falling under

·2· sectors we have 311 and 212, which encompasses the

·3· downtown area. So that's where it would fall.

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Okay. Thank you.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Banks.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Yes. Through the Chair. Peace

·7· and blessing to you, Commander Gardner. You mentioned

·8· workshops. What type of workshops are you given and how

·9· often are these given? Are these given to the community?

10· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: How often are they given to the

12· community and what takes place in these workshops? What's

13· being demonstrated in these workshops?

14· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes. So for example with this

15· particular one that we're getting ready to host, it's

16· going to deal with mental health. Health and fitness is

17· also dealing with safety and then education and career.

18· So what we do is, and again, I don't have the knowledge

19· base, so I always bring in those who are expertise. So

20· when we talk about mental health, we will have a mental

21· health professional there that will go over different

22· information. We have social media awareness, what they

23· should know about how they brand themselves on social

24· media, especially when you're looking for careers and

25· what that looks like. We've gotten away from so much of



·1· the filling out the application. If I am looking at a

·2· hundred applications, I'm going to go to the social site

·3· and I'm going to start eliminating who I need to

·4· eliminate just by how you present yourself on those

·5· platforms.

·6· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: They need to know this, right? So

·7· these are the types of workshops that we do. When we talk

·8· about domestic violence amongst our young ones, being

·9· able to identify it. It doesn't always have to come in

10· abuse physically. It can be mentally, it can be economic,

11· right? So we want them to know how to identify those

12· signs early on when somebody's controlling and being able

13· to know that that's not love and being able to navigate

14· through those types of situations. So that's just an

15· example of some of the workshops that we will do.

16· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Commander. Okay. That's good.

17· Now let's take a woman in an abusive situation or let's

18· take a man because men get abused too.

19· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Absolutely true.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Now let's take in that

21· situation, do you offer them any type of refuge? Will you

22· get them away from this abuser?

23· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Take them away from this abuser

25· and give them some type of refuge. Give them some type of



·1· storage.

·2· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes, we do. We have an advocacy

·3· program. That advocacy program depending on what their

·4· need is, we'll definitely assist them with housing. Also,

·5· if they're in a situation where they need the court

·6· system, they provide them with funding to help cover

·7· court costs. If they need an attorney because they have a

·8· child in common and they're dealing with those type of

·9· issues they will provide those resources as well. So we

10· do have an advocacy program that does provide those

11· particular services.

12· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Wow. You provide a lot of hope.

13· That's a lot of hope because you've got a lot of abused

14· sisters out there. That's wonderful, commander. I'm all

15· set, Mr. Chair. Mr. Chair, I'm all set.

16· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you. Go ahead,

17· commissioner.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair. Commander

19· Gardner, the flyer you referenced when you were having

20· the attention of the Youth Advisory Panel. When you share

21· that flyer with Mrs. Blossom, I'd like to have an

22· invitation to that event as well.

23· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Absolutely.

24· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Holley.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank

·2· you for your report. I live downtown, so I want you to

·3· know how much I appreciate all of you. What's the young

·4· man's name behind you?

·5· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes. This is my lieutenant right

·6· here. Lieutenant Pride Henry.

·7· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: You can accredit him to where I

·8· am today. He was my boss when I came on the job.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Good mentoring.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: What's your name again?

11· · · ·LIEUTENANT HENRY: Lieutenant Pride Henry.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Oh, thank you sir.

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I just want you to know that I

14· thought she got all caught up that I wanted to make sure

15· that she knows you're still here. All though you don't

16· see up here, and you went down, let her know you're still

17· here though, right?

18· · · ·LIEUTENANT HENRY: One point I was up there, and she

19· was down here.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: There you go.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Let me just very quickly because

22· of time. I'm glad you brought up the fact that we got two

23· different divisions of Downtown Services and also this

24· precinct and how you divided that and that you serve

25· both. Let the people know how many people we serve in the



·1· year in terms of Downtown Services and how many people do

·2· we serve in the year in terms of the precinct itself with

·3· all the venues in terms of we are now the second sport

·4· event in the country now. Talk and then let them

·5· understand when you talk about less than 200 vehicles

·6· being stolen or no homicides. Those are the things that

·7· people have done. So just give me the numbers. I want the

·8· people to know the numbers on both segments, so they

·9· realize the work is being done in terms of both areas.

10· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes. As far as the population in

11· the downtown area, I do apologize. I do not have the

12· numbers and do not want to put out inaccurate

13· information. But I will tell you this, the numbers that

14· we have on any given day can triple depending on if I

15· have a game at the LCA, depending on if I have a game at

16· the Tiger Stadium, I have an event at the Fox Theater,

17· the Fillmore, down at Huntington Place.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Let me help you. In one year,

19· it's close to 5 million.

20· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: In one year. Other thing we must

22· understand too, in terms of 13,000 cars from Canada into

23· the city every single day.

24· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Yes.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Every single day that we can



·1· count. That's just the one I counted. The 13,000. Okay,

·2· so I'm just saying that we have to understand the

·3· challenges that you have and how you're basically

·4· arriving at these challenges based on statistics that we

·5· see here. So I want to make sure that the community

·6· really knows how hard you guys work to keep all of us

·7· safe. Whether it's the third or the first or whatever

·8· precinct it is. I can't get out of my house for running

·9· for the marathons and all, but you have it organized.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: So I can't get out and get back

11· in. I get frustrated by it, but it's a good thing. So I

12· just want you to know, I live downtown. I feel what you

13· do downtown. I see the activities that goes on. So I just

14· want you to know, I want the people to know that when you

15· look at these statistics, the fact is that we're talking

16· about the number of population that we serve. Not only

17· just the people who live here, but the people who visit

18· here. Now that we got these events coming in, it's going

19· to even more people as you know, in terms of the draft

20· and so forth. I just want to commend you and let the

21· people understand how important the work that you guys

22· do. Not only downtown, but throughout the city.

23· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: Through the Chair. Thank you.

24· Thank you for that.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Commissioner Burton.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. Mr. Chairman, a couple

·2· questions that rises at this moment is that any updates

·3· with the most recent downtown shooting with driving crime

·4· in the downtown area as far as gun violence. Also, you

·5· mentioned about curfews that the department is looking to

·6· put in place for downtown. What about those families that

·7· live in the downtown area as well? Is the curfews only

·8· going to apply to Black students that live in downtown?

·9· Or is it going to also apply to the white students that

10· are also living in the downtown area? If you look at

11· Greentown right now that we are in, you go four or five

12· blocks over you in capital park. It's all white that

13· hangs out in that area, but the African Americans hang

14· out more so in this area and throughout the greater part

15· of downtown. The enforcement, is it going to be equally

16· across the board or is race going to play a matter?

17· · · ·COMMANDER GARDNER: So one of the things is we are

18· always going to do correct constitutional policing. That

19· is my mission. Or all of those that fall up under my

20· purview, it will be one of those that we will make sure

21· that the information is out early. Because what we're

22· finding is we need to do our messaging early on so

23· everyone knows and understands the curfews that are in

24· place and have been in place for the city for quite some

25· time. Sometimes we've gotten away from enforcing those



·1· particular curfews and ordinances. But we're finding that

·2· we do need to enforce them because it does drive down

·3· certain issues and concerns. As it related to the

·4· shooting that occurred downtown that appeared to be

·5· argument based between a group of individuals. We did get

·6· that person in custody. So we will be looking to close

·7· that particular case.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Okay. All right. Thank you,

·9· Mr. Brown.

10· · · ·MR. BROWN: Yeah. Mr. Chair. Good afternoon.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, commander.

12· · · ·MR. BROWN: Citizens of Detroit—

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

14· · · ·MR. BROWN: I have no report, Mr. Chair, other than

15· the correspondent that came in from the Chief of Police

16· Officer that's in your book.

17· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Fantastic. Announcements.

18· · · ·MR. BROWN: The announcement. The next BOPC meeting,

19· March 16th at 3:00 PM. The location would be Detroit

20· Public Safety Headquarters. That address is 1301 Third

21· Street. The next community meeting, Thursday, April 13th

22· at 6:30 PM with 11 Precinct hosting at Fraternite Notre

23· Dame. That address is 13640 Van Dyke Ave. Mr. Chair, the

24· monthly committee meeting scheduled for the month of

25· April, which meets every second Wednesday. Budget



·1· Committee meeting Wednesday, April 12th at 2:00 PM.

·2· Personnel and Training Committee meeting Wednesday, April

·3· 12th at 2:30 PM. Policy Committee meeting Wednesday,

·4· April 12th at 3:00 PM. The Citizen Complaint Committee

·5· meeting Wednesday, April 12th at 3:30 PM. Mr. Chair and

·6· the public, all those meeting take place at Detroit

·7· Public's headquarters and could also be viewed on Zoom.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All right. Unfinished

·9· business. There's no unfinished business?

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Through the Chair. Quick

11· question.

12· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Unfinished business. Of course,

14· I haven't been at every meeting, but I did hear something

15· that struck my curiosity at one of the meetings I missed.

16· Something about a ghost employee. Can you tell me about a

17· ghost employee we have around here?

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I don't have all the facts for

19· that yet.

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: So it is true that we do have?

21· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We're looking into it.

22· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Okay.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

24· · · ·COMMISSIONER MOORE: Thank you.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: New business.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Right here, Mr. Chair. Through

·2· the Chair. Mr. Chair, any news on the backlog yet? How's

·3· the backlog coming? Anything on the backlog, sir?

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, sir.

·5· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Okay.

·6· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: We don't have any news and

·7· I'll keep you updated.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: Thank you. I appreciate it.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: You're welcome.

10· · · ·COMMISSIONER BANKS: I'm all set. That's it.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: New business. You got new

12· business, sir?

13· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yeah.

14· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Go right ahead.

15· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Yes. On behalf of the residents

16· of Detroit the policy Subcommittee met yesterday. We had

17· John Coiners gave a great report to our Policy Committee.

18· He brought in a nine-page document of some concerns and

19· some recommendations. In the past month, we brought in a

20· company called Trulio that spoke before the Policy

21· Subcommittee that talked about body-worn cameras but also

22· talked about how law enforcement review less than 1% of

23· those footage across the country. So we have had great

24· individuals that have spoken before the policy committee

25· since I have chaired it and we're going to continue to



·1· have great individuals come before this Policy Committee

·2· because it's very important to hear from you. How can we

·3· review policy, act on policy, write policy if your voices

·4· are not heard? So therefore, I urge the community to get

·5· involved in the Policy Committee as we review these

·6· policies that can shape our community, but also help

·7· shape this department. Thank you.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Thank you.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

10· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Commissioner Burton. My

12· question to the Policy Chair, when should the Board and

13· the public look forward to a presentation being made

14· after research of the Board of Police Commissioners

15· partners with Wayne State University Law School regarding

16· the policing project fellowship through the American Bar

17· Association (ABA) entitled ABA Legal Education Police

18· Practice Consortium. When may we look forward to that

19· presentation, please?

20· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I will get back with you on

21· that. Right now, we have several things that's in our

22· committee at this moment that we need to get out. We have

23· a use of force policy. We have officer involved shooting

24· policy as well as the gunshot detection system policy,

25· along with several other policies that are time



·1· sensitive. I'm working on my committee to get some things

·2· out of our committee. I need the community to call your

·3· police commissioner that serves on that committee and

·4· urge them to work with the Chairperson of that committee

·5· to help get some things done on policy so we can be able

·6· to move forward. Thank you.

·7· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Through the Chair.

·8· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Thank you, Commissioner Burton.

10· But now, you know we made these provisions as of November

11· last year, and we do have Professor Robichaud who is

12· basically waiting to have a response from us as the

13· Policy Committee. The Board voted on this endeavor and

14· this initiative. So I'm just asking when should we look

15· forward to this relationship starting up so that the

16· public and the Board of Police Commissioners can benefit

17· from this research?

18· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: Right now, we have Porter Burks

19· who was shot and killed by the Detroit Police. Hakim

20· Littleton was also shot and killed by the Detroit Police.

21· We have officers involved shootings policy needs to be

22· looked at, revise. Then we also have other incidents

23· that's in the media where they're pertaining to officers

24· involved shootings as well and use of force. This is a

25· very important policy that we need to have some extra



·1· eyes on this policy. We need to be able to review this

·2· policy, add some teeth to this policy to protect citizens

·3· and protect our community. Officers are involved in the

·4· community 24/7. So not only do we want to keep our

·5· officers safe, but we also want to keep members of our

·6· community safe. How can we do that is through good

·7· written policies to protect both parties. Thank you so

·8· much.

·9· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Again, through the Chair. One

10· last comment.

11· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: Call tonight. Now I'm telling

12· you all got—

13· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Okay. All right. Thursday,

14· December the eighth, 2022, the Board of Police

15· Commissioners voted seven to zero to approve this

16· consortium. So again, sir, I'm asking when should we look

17· forward to the Policy Committee preparing ourselves for

18· this opportunity to work with Wayne State's Law

19· Department as these young interns present research to us

20· based on some of the concerns that you've just expressed

21· earlier?

22· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So I'm urging the Policy Chair

23· to take a look at that and kind of move that up on your

24· schedule as quickly as possible. Because that is pretty

25· important.



·1· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Mr. Chairman.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Yes.

·3· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: Through the Chair. I'd be

·4· delighted to work with the policy committee on this

·5· issue. I previously chaired that committee and I

·6· contacted. The reason we have this consortium is that I

·7· contacted the dean of the law school who's new here now —

·8· well, he's been here now about a year — and asked him

·9· because I wanted the law school. Because policies reflect

10· the Constitution of the United States. They have to be

11· legal, otherwise we're operating illegally. It's totally

12· a legal issue. I wanted him and the professor that was in

13· charge of criminal law there to review our policies for

14· constitutionality before we approve them as a Board. So

15· we had started this dialogue, and I'd be delighted to

16· continue that. Just like Willie said on use of force, on

17· shootings. I mean, there are national policies on this

18· and national standards that are all reflected in the law,

19· and I'd like to work with the law school on those issues.

20· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: So I would like for you to put

21· that in writing and please send that to Commissioner

22· Burton. Not Willie. Commissioner Burton. Then

23· Commissioner Burton, he has to make that decision upon

24· himself and then he'll let me know who he would like to

25· have on that committee.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Excuse me, Chair. Do you

·2· understand that we already voted on this consortium? We

·3· already voted—

·4· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I understand that, but she

·5· wants to be on the committee.

·6· · · ·COMMISSIONER BURTON: I want to handle this aspect. I

·7· don't have to be on the committee.

·8· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Through the Chair.

·9· · · ·COMMISSIONER BERNARD: I'm saying to you, I want to

10· handle this aspect of this project.

11· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Chair Ferguson for due time,

12· we're about 10 minutes to nine o'clock. If there's any

13· further committee reports, can we restrain that to two

14· minutes of report, please?

15· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: No, there is no other further

16· community report.

17· · · ·COMMISSIONER PRESSLEY: Amen.

18· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: Well, the Budget Committee met and

19· mostly we talked about the hiring of the task workers. We

20· were talking about citizen complaints and the backlog.

21· We're also looking forward to hiring. The funds are there

22· to hire aid investigators.

23· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: I'd like to entertain a motion

24· to adjourn.

25· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLT: So move.



·1· · · ·CHAIRPERSON HOLLEY: I move that.

·2· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: Any discussion? Nothing. All

·3· in favor?

·4· · · ·COMMISSIONERS: Aye.

·5· · · ·CHAIRPERSON FERGUSON: All opposed? I want to thank

·6· the community for coming out today. The Youth Advisory,

·7· please come back.

·8

·9

10

11· · · · · · · ·(Meeting Adjourned at 8:52pm)
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